
Objective Of This Module

This Module offers an introduction to asseMbl~ language
prOgraMMing and the Atari AsseMbler Editor. Through the
activities in this Module ~ou will see how asseMbl~ language
is a particularl~ good language for fast, sMooth aniMation •.
You also will find that asseMbl~ language requires
prograMMing in great detail. Hopefull~, ~ou will find the
rewards of a successful asseMbl~ language prograM are well
worth the hard work.

Overview

1. The AsseMbler.
What is the asseMbler and what does it do?

2. AsseMbl~ Language ForMat.
What is the correct s~ntax and punctuation for
asseMbl~ language prOgraMS?

3. 6502 AsseMbl~ Language Instruction Set.
This section offers ~ou an opportunit~ to experiMent
with various asseMbl~ language instructions.

4. Indexed Addressing Modes.
The eight different addressing Modes available
on the Atari are explained and deMonstrated.

5. AniMatiorl.
In this section ~ou will write an asseMbl~

language prograM that Moves a spinning
pinwheel around on the screen with a jo~stick.

6. The USR Function.
This section explains how to call an asseMbl~

language routine frOM a BASIC prograM.

Prerequisite Concepts

1. You MUSt have cOMpleted the Machine Architecture Module
before doing this Module.

Materials Needed

1. An Atari AsseMbler Editor Cartrigde and the User Manual.
2. An Advanced Topics Diskette.
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This section explains how asseMbl~ language prograMs are
executed and the asseMbler editor's role in the process.

In the Machine Architecture Module ~ou recentl~

cOMPleted, ~ou had a chance to see SOMe asseMbl~ language
instructions and learn how the 650Z executes a prograM. You
also learned that, regardless of what language ~ou are
prograMMing in, the 6502 onl~ understands Machine language.
How then does asseMbl~ language get converted to Machine
language in order for the CPU to execute ~our prograM?

Writing and executing asseMbl~ language prograMs
reql,ires an "asseMbler editor." YOI.• have alread~ Llsed the
Atari AsseMbler Editor cartridge to execute asseMbl~ language
prograMs in the Machine Architecture Module. When ~ou insert
~our asseMbler cartridge in the Atari and turn on the
COMPuter, two prograMs on a chip inside the cartridge are
available. One of the prograMs, called the "asseMbler," is
responsible for converting ~our asseMbl~ language prograM to
Machine language. The second prograM, called the "editor,"
enables the prograMMer to t~~e and edit the asseMbl~ language
prograM before it is "asseMbled" to Machine langl.lage b~ the
asseMbler.

The asseMbl~ language prograM that a prograMMer writes
and t~pe~; into the COMPI.lter is called the "SOl'rce code." The
prograMMer uses the editor to insert, delete, or alter an~

part of the source code. The source code includes the
three-letter asseMbl~ language instructions, variable naMes,
MeMor~ addresses, and labels. Listed below is the source
code for a prograM that prints an arrow in the upper left
hand corner of the screen. The prograM SiMpl~ loads the
aCCUMulator with the Internal Character Set code nUMber for
an arrow, $70. ($70 is the hexadeciMal equivalent to 125 in
base ten.) The $70 is then stored in screen RAM in order to
print the arrow on the screen.

*=$0600
LOA :1=$70
STA $9C~O

E:R~'

;ORIGIN OF PROGRAM
;LOAO ACCUMLATOR WITH CODE FOR AN ARROW
;SCREEN RAM LOCATION
;OISCONTINUE PROGRAM EXECUTION

If ~ou look at the right hand side of the prograM, ~ou

will notice that the source code includes reMarks and
explanations about what the prograM does. These COMMents are
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cOMParable to REH stateMents in BASIC. In asseMbl~ language
~01_1 use a "] " to indicate that a reMar".. "follows, the saMe wa~

~ou use a REH in BASIC. However, COMMents in asseMbl~

language are Much More vital than in BASIC because of the
difficult~ people have understanding asseMbl~ language code.

Before this asseMbl~ language prograM can be execl~ted, it
Must be passed through the asseMbler. The asseMbler reads
through the source code and converts the prograM to Machine
language, a nUMerical code which the Microprocesssor can .
understand. The asseMbler ignores the COMMents because the~

are not pertinent inforMation to th~ CPU. The COMMents are
onl~ useful to the person who is tr~ing to understand the
prograM. The Machine language version of the prograM is
called the "object code." If ~ou 1001'-. to the left of the
source code in the diagraM below, ~ou will see the object
code. Note that the object code is listed in hexadeciMal.

0000
0600 A970
0602 80Lt09C
0605 00

0100
0110
0120
0130

Source Code

*=$0600
LOA +$70
STA $9CLtO
BR~{

;ORIGIN OF PROGRAM
;LOAO ACC. ~ITH ARRO~

;SCREEN RAM LOCATION
;OISeONTINUE PROGRAM

As the asseMbler converts the source code to object
code, it stores the hexadeciMal values in successive MeMor~

locations. The first instruction of the prograM, *=$0600,
instructs the asseMbler to store the object code in MeMor~

starting at $600. The colUMn on the far left of the object
code above holds the addresses of where the object code is
st~red in MeMor~. The nUMbers Just to the right of the
MeMor~ addresses COMprise the object code, which has been
stored in MeMor~. For a closer look at how the object code
has been stored in MeMor~, see the diagraM below.

Object Code in
MeMor~

Source Code

$600
$601
$602
$603
$60Lt
$605

A9
70
80
LtO
9C
00

LOA +$70

STA $9C~0

;LOAO THE ACe. ~ITH ARROW

;STORE ACC. IN SCREEN RAM

;OISCONTINUE PROGRAM
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A code n",IMber called the "opcode" has been stored irl
MeMor~ for each instruction. For exaMPle, A9 is the opcode
for the LOA instruction. The CPU recognizes the A9 as a
"load the acc",IM",llator" instruction. The opcodes are called
opcodes because the~ are the "code" nUMbers that tell the
Microprocessor what "operation" to perforM. The 80 (STA) in
MeMor~ location $602 instructs the CPU to store the value in
the accuMulator into the specified location. All opcodes are
one b~te in length, so the~ take up one MeMor~ location.

The nUMber following an instru~tion in the source code
is called the "operand." It is called the operand beca",lse it
is the nl.IMber the CPU wi 11 be "operating on" when i t e~<ecutes

the instruction. For exaMPle, the $70 following the LOA is
the nUMber the CPU will load into the accuMulator. This will
be explained in More depth in the next section. However,
note that the operand is stored in MeMor~ directl~ after the
opcode for the instruction. Also note that the entire object
code is listed in hexadeciMal nUMbers.

To sUMMarize, the asseMbler converts the source code, or
English-like version of the prOgraM, to object code. The
object code is the Machine language version of the prograM,
which the asseMbler stores in MeMor~. The object code is the
specific set of instructions that the Microprocessor will
execute. The object code is Made up of opcodes, which are
the instructions to the CPU, and operands, which are the data
to be operated on. Turn to AsseMbl~ Language PrOgraMMing
Worksheet +1 to take a closer look at SOMe source code and
object code.
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AsseMbl';$ Langl1age PrOgraMMing Worksheet tJ..

You will need an AsseMbler Editor Cartridge and an
Advanced Topics Diskette to cOMPlete this worksheet.

1. Boot up the s';$steM with the AsseMbler Editor Cartridge
and the Advanced Topics Diskette. You should have the EDIT
proMPt in the upper left hand corner of ';$our screen. Load
the ARROW prograM froM the Advanced. Topics Diskette into
MeMor';$.

ENTER tDtARROW

2. Now t';$pe LIST and press <RETURN). What t';$pe of code

do ';$ou see, source code or object code?

3. To execute the prograM, the source code Must be converted
to object code b~ the asseMbler.

ASM and press <RETURN)

The cOMbined source code and object code should scroll up on
the screen. The code ';$ou see on the screen should be the
saMe as the code listed below.

0000
0600 A97D
0602: 8D409C
0605 00

0100
01:L 0
0120
01:30

*= $600
LDA t$7D
STA $9C40
E:RH

;ORIGIN OF PROGRAM
;LOAO ACC. WITH ARROW
;SCREEN RAM LOCATION
;DISCONTINUE PROGRAM

4. We know that the opcode for LOA is A9 and the opccde for
STA is 80. What is the opcode for BRK? _

5. Now run the prograM.

BUG and press <RETURN)

You should see the word BUG on the screen. The Atari
AsseMbler Ed r t.or- e:-~ecutes ttle prograM frOM the "debugger."
The debugger is another prograM on the asseMbler cartridge;
it enables ';$01..1 to look at or change the contents of specific
MeMor';$ locations. Don't worr';$ if ';$01..1 don't understand.this.
However, if ';$ou would like to learn More about how to use the
debugger, see chapter 5, "Using ttle Debugger," of ttle
AsseMbler Editor User's Manual.
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6. Now ~ou Must clear the screen. Press the <SHIFT> and
<CLEAR> ke~s at the saMe tiMe. If ~ou executed the prograM
with an instruction at the bOttOM of the screen, once the
prograM had been executed, the screen would scroll up and
arrow will no longer be visible.

T~pe: <SHIFT><CLEAR>

7. To execute the prograM froM the debugger, ~ou have to
tell the cOMputer where the object ~ode is stored in MeMor~.

The prograM is stored at MeMor~ location $600.

T~pe: G600 and press <RETURN>

The "Gil stands for GO. Use the GO cOMMand to instr ...'ct the
debugger to execute the prograM followed b~ the starting
address of the prograM.

8. Tr~ changing the character printed on the screen to
another character b~ cOMPleting the steps below. First, ~ou

Must return to the editor.

T~pe: X and press <RETURN>

To see the source code again,

T~pe: LIST and press <RETURN>

8~ holding down the <CTRL> ke~ while pressing one of the
arrow ke~s, ~ou can Move ~our cursor up to edit ~our source
code. Place the cursor over the 7 in the .$70, following the
LOA instruction. T~pe in another nUMber and press <RETURN>.
Then go back to the debugger to execute the prograM b~ t~ping

8UG.

8UG and press <RETURN>

To clear the screen,

<SHIFT><CLEAR>

Run the prograM to see what character ~ou stored in
screen MeMor~. To execute ~our new prograM,

G600 and press <RETURN>

The values for the internal character set are used to
store letters in screen RAM to be displa~ed on the screen.
The internal character set values are listed in a chart at
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the back of this Module. Tr~ experiMenting with putting
specific letters on the screen. The values are listed in
deciMal, so ~ou Must convert theM to hexadeciMal to use theM
in this prograM.

9. To see how fast the CPU is putting the arrow on the
screen, rl)n a prOgraM called ARW2 on the Advanced Topics
Diskette. ENTER the ARW2 prograM into MeMor~.

T~pe: ENTER ARW2 and press <RETURN>

The ARW2 prograM loads the accuMulator with the value
for an arrow, and then stores it in screen RAM, just as the
ARROW prograM did. However, the ARW2 prograM stores a zero
in screen RAM where the arrow was placed to show how fast the
arrow is displa~ed and then erased. AsseMble the prograM and
go into the debugger to execute the prograM.

T~pe: ASM and press <RETURN>

T~pe: BUG and press <RETURN>

T~pe: <SHIFT><CLEAR>

T~pe: G600 and press <RETURN>

Did ~ou see it? Probabl~ not. This short asseMbl~

language prograM is executed so quickl~, ~ou can't even see
the arrow displa~ed. There isn't even a noticable flicker on
the screen.
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Once ~he source code has been asseMbled ~o objec~ code
and ~he obJec~ code is s~ored in MeMor~, how does ~he

cOMPu~er go abou~ execu~ing ~he prograM? You Ma~ reMeMber
frOM ~he Machine Archi~ec~ure Module ~ha~ ~he CPU can onl~

execu~e one ins~ruc~ion a~ a ~iMe. To cOMPensa~e for ~his

~he prograM is s~ored in MeMor~ and ~he CPU "fe~ches" orle
ins~ruc~ion a~ a ~iMe froM MeMor~. The CPU goes ~hrough a
repea~ed c~cle of fe~ching ins~ruc~ions one a~ a ~iMe and
execu~ing ~heM un~il ~he en~ire prograM has been cOMPle~ed.

The ac~ual se~ of s~eps ~he Microprocessor ~akes ~o execu~e a
prograM is called ~he "fe~ch c~cle."

Fe~ch C::1cle

1. Fe~ch 2.!:!. ins~rtJction froM MeMOr::1. Ge~

~he opcode and an accoMPan::1ing
operand if ~here is one.

2. Advarlce ~he prOgraM coun~er t.o
~he address of ~he next instruction
t.o be e>(ecl_l~ed.

3. E>:ecute the ins~ruc~ion.

4. RetlJrn ~o tl and repea~ ~he c~cle.

Firs~, ~he CPU fetches the instruction to be executed.
Before executing the instruction, however, the CPU advances
the prograM counter, a two b::1~e register in the CPU, to the
address of the nex~ instruc~ion to be executed. Then the CPU
executes the instruction it had previousl~ fetched. When the
first ins~ruction is cOMPleted, ~he CPU starts the c~cle over
again. The prograM coun~er holds the address of the nex~

instruction ~o be executed. The nex~ instruction is fetched
and the prograM counter is advanced again. Read along as we
execute ~he fetch c~cle with the ARROW prograM.

1. Fetch ~he a n s t.r uc t.Lon , The CPU fetches ~he first
instruction of the prograM frOM MeMOr::1. It knows where the
first ins~ruc~ion is, because ::101.1 gave it ~he s~arting

address of the prograM when ::101.1 ~::1ped IG600". When ~he CPU
fetches the instruction frOM MeMOr::1, it gets both the opcode
and the operand. In the ARROW prograM the CPU fetches both
A9 and 70. The opcode A9 is the signal to the CPU ~o also
fetch the value (70) in ~he next MeMor~ loca~ion. Opcodes
not onl::1 instruct the CPU on wha~ t~pe of operation to
perforM, the~ also indicate to the CPU how Man~ b~tes in
MeMor~ are associated with that instruction. This will
beCOMe clearer as ::101.1 proceed through the Module. Look at
DiagraM 1 below. The CPU is holding the A970 (LOA .$70)
COMMand.
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2. Advarlce the progr aM counter. Bet'ore the A970 (L[)A +$70)
is executed t the prograM counter Must be advanced to the
address o~ the next instruction to be executed. The next
instruction ot' the ARROW prograM is the 80 (STA)t which is in
MeMor~ location $602. Put the address of the SO instruction
in the prograM counter in DiagraM 1.

3. E:"~ecl-,te the i nstr uct ion he 1t:\. i n !-~lf! CPU. Now e:-:eCI.lte the
load cOMMand <A97D). Load the accuMulator in DiagraM 1 with
$70.

"\. Re"tl_lrn to !1. and repeat the c~cll:~.

explanation of the fetch c~cle below.
Continue with the

DiagraM 1

Source ~ode Object Code 6502 Processor

:.«=$0600
COMMAND]LDA :I:$7D $600 A9 A97D 1

$601 70
[ 1STA $9C40 $602 SO PHOGRAM COUNTER

$603 40
$604 9C ACCUMULATOR

BRH $605 00

1. Fetch the ne:-:t irlstr uc t, io
o
!:!. . The CPU fetches the ne:"~t

instruction based on the address in the prograM counter. The
prograM counter has $60Z t so the CPU fetches the 80 <STA)
instruction. This tiMe the CPU fetches the two b~tes in
MeMor~ following the SD in order to get the entire "store"
COMMand (STA $9C40). The 80 was a signal to the CPU that the
instruction was a store instruction and that the operand was
two b~tes. The reason the operand is two b~tes in this case
is that the operand is the address of screen RAM ($9C40) and
all addresses are two b~tes. Thus. two More b~tes are
fetched frOM MeMor~. You Ma~ have noticed that the two b~tes

of the address have been reversed. so that the low order
b~tet 40 t is stored in MeMor~ before the high order b~tet 9C.
At this point it is not necessar~ for ~ou to understand wh~

the CPU does this. Just reMeMber that whenever an address is
stored in MeMor~. the two b~tes of the address are reversed.
If ~OU look at DiagraM 2 below. ~ou will see that the CPU
holds the entire store COMMand (S0409C).
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2. Advance the prograM counter. The ne~·:t instrl.lction in the
ARROW prOgraM is BRK (00). Place the address of the opcode
00 in the prograM counter in DiagraM 2 before executing the
previousl~ fetched instruction.

3. E~<ec')te the t rrs t.r uc t.Lon , Now the "store" cOMMand in the
CPU is executed. In the DiagraM below execute the
instruction b~ storing the value in the accuMulator in $9C1U.
When the arrow is stored in screen RAM t it appears on the
screen.

1. Return to tl and repeat the c';Scle. Corrt i nue with the
last fetch c~cle of executing the ARROW prograM below.

Source Code

)1(=$0600
LDA t$7D

STA $9C10

BRK

DiagraM ~

Object Code

$600 A9
$601 7D
$602 8D
$603 10
$601 9C
$605 00

\ \
/ /
\ r$9C10 I

6502 Processor

COMMAND [ 8D109C

PROGRAM COUNTER 1.... ----'

ACCUMULATORI 70 r

1. Fetch the ["Ie:.:t instructioo.. The address in the progT'aM
counter is $605 t so the opcode for BRK in $605 needs to be
fetched. BRK is an instruction that does not require an
operand. Consequentl~, the CPU onl~ fetches one b~te. The
COMMand the CPU fetches will alwa';Ss be onet tWOt or three
b~tes long. The CPU knows how Man~ b~tes to fetch frOM
MeMor~ based on the opcode of the instruction. Place the
opcode for the 8RK instruction in the COMMand box in the 6502
in DiagraM 3 below.

2. Advance the prC)graM counter. The prograM c ourrte r is
advanced to the address of the MeMor~ location following the
BRK instruction where another instruction would be stored if·
there were More instructions in the prograM.

Cop~right Atari, Inc. 1983.
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3. Execute the i rlstrl_lct iorl. The 8nea~( instr '.lctior,
terMinates the prograM. When a BRK instruction is executed,
the address in the prograM counter is displa~ed, followed b~

the contents of the registers.

DiagraM ~

Source Code Object Cost~. 6502 Processor

*=$0600
LOA 1$70 $600 A9 COMMAN[)

$601 70

ISTA $9C40 $602 80 PROGRAM COUNTER l$603 40
$604 9C ACCUMULATOR l r

8R~( $605 00

The cOMPuter is trul~ an aMazing Machine, but let's see
if we can trick it b~ putting the value of an opcode into the
position of an operand. Turn to AsseMbl~ Language
PrograMMing Worksheet t2.
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AsseMbl~ Language PrOgraMMing Workshee~ +2

You will need an AsseMbler Editor Cartridge and an
Advanced Topics Diskette ~o cOMPlete ~his worksheet and all
the reMaining worksheets in ~his Module.

1. 800~ up ~he s~s~eM and ENTER the ARROW prograM.

T~pe: ENTER +O:ARROW and press <RETURN>

2. LIST the prograM and then asseMble it.

T~pe: LIST and press <RETURN>

T~pe: ASM and press <RETURN>

3. No~e that the objec~ code is listed b~ cOMMands. So ~he

two b~~es for the LOA +$70 COMMand are listed on one line
(600 A970). The nex~ line contains ~he ~hree b~tes for the
entire STA $9C10 cOMMand (602 80109C). And the one b~te for
the 8RK cOMMand appears on ~he las~ line of ~he objec~ code
(605 00). When the A9 is in the position of the opcodet
which is the first b~te of the cOMMand t the cOMPuter knows
that the A9 represen~s a load the accuMulator instruction.
The cOMPuter also knows that the opcode is followed b~ a one
b~te operand. Howevert what would happen if ~ou pu~ an A9 in
the position of an operand (eg. LOA +$A9)?

1. LIST the prograM again. Use the <CTRL> ke~ in
conjunction with the arrow ke~s to place the cursor over the
7 in the LOA +$70 cOMMand. Replace the 70 with A9.

T~pe: A9 and press <RETURN>

Press <8REAK> a few tiMes to get below the listing of
the prograM before asseMbling the prograM.

5. AsseMble the prograM.

ASM and press <RETURN>

The first line of the object code should read: 600 A9A9.
MeMor~ location $600 holds the first A9. The first A9 is the
opcode for the LOA instruction. What will the cOMputer do
with the A9 in the operand? Follow the steps listed below to
run the prograM.

Cop~right Atari t Inc. 1983.
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T~pe: BUG and press <RETURN>

T~pe: <SHIFT><CLEAR>

T~pe: G600 and press <RETURN>

IoIhen ~OI_1 r I...n t.he pr ogr aM, ~Ol" ShOlll d see an i river se "I".
A9 is t.he int.ernal character set. code for t.hat. let.t.er.

IoIhen a value is in t.he posit.ion of an instruct.ion in t.he
object code, t.he CPU t.reat.s the value as an instruction.
Conversel~, when t.he value is in t.he posit.ion of an operand
in t.he object. code t.he cOMPut.er t.reat.s t.he value as an
operand. In t.his prograM t.he operand is used as a let.t.er t.o
be print.ed on t.he screen. Thus, t.he opcode A9 tells t.he
cOMPut.er t.o load t.he aCCUMulator with t.he value in t.he
operand, which also happens t.o be an A9, and represent.s an
inverse "I".

Opcode Operand
~ .J

0600 A9A9 0110
0602 80409C 0120

LOA t$A9
STA $9C40

;LOAO ACCUMULATOR
;STORE A9 ON SCREEN

Cop~right At.ari, Inc. 1983. All rights reserved.
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You have undoubtedl~ noticed that the source code of
asseMbl~ language prograMs has a unique and structured
forMat. The source code contains inforMation in colUMns or
"fields." There are three fields: the label field, the
COMMand field, and the COMMent field. Each field is
separated frOM the next with a space. The label field and
the COMMent field are optional.

SOIJrce Code Fields

Label

8EGIN

Th~ Label Field

LOA :I:<.toOO

COMMerlt

;LOAD ACC. WITH A DASH

A label enables the prograMMer to assign a naMe to a
COMMand or to the beginning of a subroutine. A label MuSt
begin with a letter (A-Z), and it can onl~ contain letters,
nUMbers, and periods. It is good practice to Make labels
descriptive, but also tr~ to liMit theM to no More than eight
characters.

Suppose we put the label 8EGIN in front of the first
instruction in an asseMbl~ language routine which is siMilar
to the ARROW prograM. And instead of having a 8RK
instruction at the end of the prograM, we replace it with a
JMF'instrIJction. A JMF' instrl.lction enables ~OIJ to "jUMP" to
a label. Look over the listing below. What do ~ou think the
prograM will do?

*=$0600
8EGIN LOA :1:$00

STA $9C40
STA $9C41
LOA :I:$7F
STA $9C42
JMF' E:EGIN

;ORIGIN AT $600
;LOAO ACC. WITH A DASH
;STORE IN SCREEN RAM
;NEXT SCREEN LOCATION
;LOAD ACC. WITH>
;STORE > ON SCREEN
;REPEAT THE PROGRAM

Cop~right Atari, Inc. 1983. All rights reserved.
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The asseMbled version o~ the prograM is listed below.

10 POINTER
20 •,
30 ;A PROGRAM TO DISPLAY TWO DASHES
.lJ0 ;AND A GREATER THAN SIGN IN THE
50 ;UPPER LEFT CORNER OF THE SCREEN
60 •,
70 •,

0000 0100 1IC= $0600 ;ORIGIN AT $600
0600 A90D 0110 BEGIN LOA +$00 ;LOAD ACC. WITH DASH
060Z 80.lJ09C 01Z0 STA $9C.lJ0 ;STORE IN SCREEN RAM
0605 8D.lJ19C 0130 STA $9C.lJ1 ;NEXT SCREEN LOCATION
0608 A91E 01JfO LOA +$lE ;LOAO ACC. WITH )-
060A 80.lJZ9C 0150 STA $9C.lJZ ;STORE > ON SCREEN
0600 .lJCOO06 0160 JMP BEGIN ;DISCONTINUE PROGRAM

Note that the object code for the JUMP instruction holds
the opcode for the JUMP (.lJC), and the address of the
instruction which is accoMPanied b~ the label BEGIN. The
asseMbler is responsible for assigning addresses to labels.
The asseMbler goes through two steps to asseMble ~our source
prograM. When ~ou t~pe ASM, first the asseMbler reads
through the source code and assigns MeMor~ addresses to each
of the constants, variables, and labels. In this step a
"s~Mbol table" of the addresses arid labels is cOMPiled and
stored in MeMor~. The asseMbler allocates an area of MeMor~

just for this purpose. Then the asseMbler Makes a second
pass over ~our prograM and converts the source code to object
code. Whenever the asseMbler encounters a label in the
operand field, like JMP BEGIN, it inserts the label's address
in the object code. SOMe asseMblers provide a listing the
s~Mbol table after a prograM is asseMbled. The Atari
asseMbler does not list the s~Mbol table.

Look back at the listing above. Note that there are the
two STA instructions in a row. When a STore the ACCUMulator
instruction is executed, a cop~ of the accuMulator is Made in
the specified location. The contents of the aCCUMulator is
not affected b~ the execution of a STA instruction. The
aCCUMulator reMains unaltered. Thus we can use a second STA
instruction to store the saMe character in another location
on the screen. Turn to AsseMbl~ Language PrograMMing
Worksheet 13 to see how to insert a label into a prograM and
observe what this new prograM does.

Cop~right Atari, Inc. 1983. All rights reserved.
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AsseMbl~ Lanql.lage PrOgraMMirlg Workshee1:. +3

1. ENTER 1:.he POINTER prOqraM on 1:.he Advanced Topics Oiske1:.1:.e.

T~pe: ENTER +O:POINTER and press <RETURN>

2. LIST 1:.he prograM. The lis1:.ing displa~s a series of load
and s1:.ore ins1:.ruc1:.ionst 1:.erMinated b~ a BRK instruction.
First ~ou will insert a label on th~ first line of the
prograM. Use 1:.he <CTRL> and arrow editing ke~s to place the
cursor directl~ over the space before the LOA ins1:.ruction.

3. While holding down the <CTRL> ke~, press 1:.he <INSERT> ke~

(in the LIpper right hand corner of 1:.he ke~board) five tiMes 
once for each le1:.ter in the word BEGIN.

T'.:lpe: BEGIN and press <RETURN>

Be sure there is a space between the label and the
COMMand. If nott repea1:. s1:.eps one through three.

1. Using 1:.he <CTRL> and arrow edi1:.ing ke~s again, Move the
c ur-s o r- down over the "8" in the BR~{ instrLlc1:.ion.

T'.:lpe: JMP BEGIN and press <RETURN>

Your listing should look like this. Tr'.:l editing the cOMMen1:.
on line 130.

0100
0110
0120
0130
0110
0150
0130

*=$0600 ;ORIGIN AT $600
BEGIN LOA +$00 ;LOAO ACC. WITH DASH

STA $9C10 ;STORE ON THE SCREEN
STA $9C11 ;NEXT SCREEN LOCATION
LOA +$7F ;LOAO ACC. WITH>
STA $9C12 ;STORE ON THE SCREEN
JMP BEGIN ;OISCONTINUE PROGRAM

The nUMbers on the left are the deciMal line nUMbers.
The~ are there strictI'.:! for editing purposes. When '.:lOU are
in the edi1:.or '.:lOU can dele1:.e or insert lines using the
specific line nUMbers.

5. AsseMble and run the prOgraM.

and press <RETURN>
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T~pe: BUG and press <RETURN>

T~pe: G600 and press <RETURN>

6. You have created an infinite loop. The prograM is
continuall~ repeating itself. This tiMe ~ou didr.'t have to
t~pe <SHIFT><CLEAR> before running the prograM because the
infinite loop prevents the screen froM scrolling. To stop
the prograM ~ou Must press the <BREAK> ke~.

The label field is alwa~s separated froM the cOMMand
field with a space. If no label is being used, ~ou Must
leave a space between the line nUMber and the cOMMand field.
The space indicates to the asseMbler that no label is used on
that line.

Cop~right Atari, Inc. 1983. All rights reserved.
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The COMMand Field

The "coMMand" field follows the label field. The
cOMMand field includes the instruction and the operand. The
three-letter instructions are also referred to as
"MneMonics." MneMor,ic Means MeMor~ device or aid for
reMeMbering. AsseMbl~ language instructions are three-letter
abbreviations for the operation that will be perforMed, thus
the~ help us reMeMber what the instruction does.

COMMarXield

~eMonic operand'
LOA :1:$70

There is alwa~s one space between the MneMonic and the
operand in the COMMand field.

Thst C()MMent Field

The third field is th£~ "COMMent" field. COMMents are
optional but highl~ reCOMMended. You will find in asseMbl~

language prograMMing that even though ~ou Ma~ know a prograM
inside and out when ~ou write itt when ~ou go back to it a
few da~s later, ~ou will struggle to reMeMber exactl~ how the
prograM works if the code is not well dOCUMented.

COMMen-t.s are separated frOM the other fields wit!"1 a "; II

COMMents can follow the COMMand field or ~ou can start a line
with a ";" and devote the entire line to a COMMent.

Character Displa~

•t
;THIS PROGRAM PRINTS WHATEVER CHARACTER
;IS STORED IN THE ACCUMULATOR ONTO THE
;CRAPHICS 0 SCREEN. THE VALUES FOR
;THE INTERNAL CHARACTER SET ARE USED
;TO STORE A CHARACTER IN SCREEN RAM.

80
90
OlOO
0110
0120
0130
0140
o1:j 0
0160
0170
01BO
0190

:«=$0600
BEGIN LOA :I:~HE:

STA $9C40
JMP BEGIN

;ORIGIN AT $600
;LOAO ACC. WITH A >
; SCf<EEN RAM
; F.:EPEAT PROGRAM
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As long as COMMent.s ar e p r eceeded wi t.h a ";", a cOMMer-lt.
can cont.ain an~t.hing, (let.t.ers, nUMbers, s~Mbols,et.c.) Just.
like cOMMent.s following a REM st.ateMent. in BASIC. When t.he
asseMbler convert.s t.he source code to object. code, t.he
cOMMent.s are ignored.

PSI.ledo Opcodes

You have probabl~ also not.iced" that. t.he first. line of
ever~ asseMbl~ language prograM ~ou have seen t.hus far
cont.ains an 11)1(" followed b~ an "=" and an address (usuall~

$0600). In asseMbl~ language ~ou MUSt. t.ell the asseMbler
where in MeMor~ to store the object. code of ~our prograM.
The Atari uses an ast.erisk to set. the starting address of the
prOgraM's object code in MeMor~, which is referred to as the
"origin" of the prograM. The eqlJals sigrl is a "psuedo
op c o d e s " A pSI.ledo opcode is an i n s t.r uc t.d on to the asseMbler.
For e>:aMple, ")1(=$0600" instructs the asseMbler to set the
origin of the prograM equal to $600. Psuedo opcodes are not
translat.ed into 6502 object. code. The~ are instructions to
the asseMbler. Turn to AsseMbl~ Language PrOgraMMing
Worksheet *1 to change the origin of the POINTER prograM.

Cop~right Atari, Inc. 1983.
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AsseMbl';$ Language PrOgraMMirlg Worksheet +4

1. ENTER the POINTER prograM on ';$our Advanced Topics
Diskette into MeMor';$.

T';$pe: ENTER to:POINTER and press <RETURN>

2. LIST the prograM. Use the <CTRL> and the arrow ke';$s to
Move the c ur s or- 1_lp over the first "0" irl the address "$9..600"
on line 0100.

3. While holding down the <CTRL> ke';$t press the <OELET~> ke';$
~. The DELETE ~"e';$ is in the 1.lpper right hand corner of
the ke';$board. The cur e or- should r,ow be sitting over th(~ "6"
in "$600". YOI.I"have deleted the first O.

1. Now use the <CTRL> and the arrow ke';$s to Move the cursor
to the sp ace j I)St past the !.~st ~ in "$600". YOI.' ar e go ing
to change the starting addres~ of the object code frOM 5600
to $6000.

o and press <RETURN>

Edit the COMMent on line 0100 too. The first line of
';$our prograM should look like the following.

0100 :«=$6000 ;DRIGIN AT $6000

5. Press the <BREAK> ke';$ a few tiMes to Move the cursor down
below the prograM. Now asseMble the prograM.

ASH and press <RETURN>

6. Look closel';$ at the addresses of the object code. The';$
no longer start with 600. The object code is stored in
MeMor';$ starting at $6000 instead. Also, even though the
first line of ';$our prograM was ":«=$6000", the first b';$te of
the object code is A9, for the LOA instrl.lction. The ":«="
psuedo opcode is an instruction to the asseMbler. The 6502
never translates psuedo opcode instructions to Machine
language as part of the object code.
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7. Go in~o ~he degugger b~ ~~ping BUG ~o run ~he prograM.
Wha~ ins~ruc~ion will ~ou use to execu~e ~his prOgraM?
(Hin~: "Gil stands for gO, and ~he nunber- which follows is
the origin or star~ing address of ~he prograM in /"le/"lor~.)

Run the prograM.

Up to ~his poin~ we have been storing ~he objec~ code of
the asseMbl~ language prograMs on page six of MeMor~

($600-$6FF). Page six is a free area of RAM and a good place
for shor~ asseMbl~ language prograMS. As ~our prograMs ge~

longer ~ou can se~ the origin of ~our prograM ~o an~ address
in the free RAM area between $2000-$AOOO. However, if ~ou

are using $9C10 - $AOOO for screen RAM, as we are ~hroughout

this Module, ~ou should probabl~ originate ~our prograM
between $2000-$9000. The area starting at 56000 is good for
prograMS which are ~oo long for page 6 storage.

If ~ou plan ~ou integrate ~our asseMbl~ language prograM
with a BASIC prOgraM or a COMMercial utili~~ prOgraM, bare
are in Mind that page six of MeMor~ is used qui~e frequentl~

b~ COMMercial software. Also, if ~ou use the USR function to
run an asseMbl~ language prograM frOM BASIC, ~ou need to
avoid having one prograM wri~e over another prograM in
MeMor~. The ar ea of MeMor~ star ti rIg at $6000 tends to tH~ a
safe and spacious area for ~our routines.

Cop~right Atari, Inc. 1983.
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In asseMbl~ language it is possible to give a naMe to an
address that ~ou use in ~our prograM. For exaMPle, instead
of using the address $9C~0, we could assign the naMe SCREEN
to the address. Then an~ tiMe we wanted to store a value at
that address, we could Just use the naMe SCREEN. Using
labels rather than listing a he:<adeciMal addresses in the
operand Makes asseMbl~ language prograMs Much easier to read
and understand. To assign a naMe to a variable or an
address, we MuSt use the "=" pSLledo opcode.

Constant and variable declarations are
in asseMbl~ language prograMs and cOMMonl~

stateMent at the beginning of the prograM.
the exaMPle below.

grouped together
follow the origin

Take a look at

*=$0600
SCREEN = $9C~0

LOA +$70
STA SCREEN
E:Rt<

;ORIGIN AT $600
;GR.O SCREEN START LOCATION
;LOAO ACC. WITH AN ARROW
;STORE IN SCREEN RAM
;OISCONTINUE PROGRAM

Note that the "S" in SCREEN is i n the label field. All
variable and constant declarations begin in the label field,
one space before the cOMMand field.

As this prograM is expanded, an~ tiMe ~ou want to refer
to the address, $9C~0, ~ou just use the label SCREEN. Using
constant and variable naMes Makes a prograM Much easier to
read and understand. Also, whenever ~ou go to change the
address ~ou are using, all ~ou need to do is change the
constant declaration at the beginning of the prograM. FrOM
then on the asseMbler treats the word SCREEN as the new
address. Otherwise, ~ou need to search through ~our prograM
to find ever~ instance in which ~ou used the address $9C~0.

As ~our asseMbl~ language prograMs get longer, locating all
the instances of $9C10 beCOMes an extreMel~ arduous task. To
experiMent with assigning a label to an address and then
changing that address, turn to AsseMbl~ Language PrograMMing
Worksheet +5.
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AsseMbl'~ LanglJage PrOgraMMing ~pr\'..sheet :1:5

1. ENTER the POINTER prograM on ~our Advanced Topics Diskette.

T~pe: ENTER to:POINTER and press <RETURN>

2. LIST the prograM. To insert a stateMent that assigns the
label SCREEN to $9C~O, ~O'.I M'-'st a dd another I ine to the
prograM.

T~pe: 0105 SCREEN = $9C~0

\ / /
Space

and press <RETURN>

LIST the prograM to see that the line has been added.

3. Now replace the screen address in the STA instruction
with the word SCREEN. Using the <CTRL> and the arrow ke~s,

Move the c ur s or- I.lP and place it over the "$" in ttl€~ STI~ ~_9C~0

instruction on line 120.

T~pe: SCREEN and press <RETURN>

~. AsseMble the prograM, go into the debugger, and execute
the prograM. Assigning a naMe to the screen address should
not have affected the operation of ~our prograM in an~ wa~.

The addresses for the second dash and the greater than
s~Mbol are still listed in hexadeciMal on lines 130-150.
Suppose we used the label SCREEN to Make the prograM More
readable. However, each of the addresses for the screen is
one greater than the previous screen address, in order to
displa~ the dash and the arrow in subsequentl~ screen
locations. There is one option we could use in this case,
which would enable us to use the label SCREEN while also
increMenting the screen locations. Add one to the label
SCREEN in the operand. Look over the exaMPle below.

*=~~0600

SCREEN = $(7C~0

LDA 1$00
STA SCREEN
STA SCREEN+1
E:R ~,

;ORIGIN AT $600
;START GR.O SCREEN
;LOAD ACC. WITH A DASH
;OISPLAY ON THE SCREEN
;NEXT SCREEN LOCATION
;OISCONTINUE PROGRAM
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In the exaMple above, the label SCREEN is used again,
and a one is added to it in the operand. When the STA
instruction is executed, the processor will add the one to
the address of SCREEN ($9C10) and store the contents of the
accuMulator at the new address ($9C11).

5. Use the <CTRL> and the arrow ke~s to Move the cursor to
the "$" preceedirlg the screen address in line 130. Replace
the hexadeciMal address with SCREEN+1.

6. Now add two to the SCREEN addre~s in line 150. Use the
<CTRL> arid the arrow k.e~s to Move the cur-sor- to the "$"
preceeding the address 19C12. T~pe in SCREEN+2 and press
<RETURN>.

7. AsseMble the prograM. If ~ou get an error Message, LIST
the prograM and check to see that all of ~our fields line up
with one another.

8. Go in to the debugger b~ t~ping BUG and pressing
<RETURN>. Run the prograM froM $600 b~ t~ping G600. The
perforMance of the prograM should be the saMe. The progaM is
Much easier to read now though.

9. ExperiMent with changing the addresses of screen RAM ~ou

are using. The addresses for the screen range froM $9C40 to
$9FFF. Use the <CTRL> and the arrow ke~s to put the cursor
over the addresss in the SCREEN = $9C40 assignMent. Change
the address. Be sure to press <RETURN> after t~ping in a new
address and Move the cursor down below the prograM before
tr~ing to asseMble it. Can ~ou put the arrow in the Middle
of the screen?

For purposes of explanation, the address of screen RAM
will be used instead of the naMe SCREEN in the next couple of
prograMS. In ~our own prograMs ~ou should avoid using
hexadeciMal values in the operand. Use labels wherever
possible.
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6502 A~~e~b1~ La~uguage

:J: r.~ -t:. .......... C' -t:. :i. IE:)~ S e -t:.

The Most cOMMonl~ used asseMbl~ language instructions
are explained and deMonstrated in this section. Five of the
addressing Modes used in asseMbl~ language also are
irltrodl.lced.

There are 56 instructions in the Atari 6502 instruction
set. Each instruction consists of a three-letter MneMonic,
which is an abbreviation for the operation the instruction
perforMs.

The MOSt cOMMon instructions are those that transfer
data between the Microprocessor and MeMor~. All the data
transfers that go on between the CPU and MeMor~ involve one
of the internal registers. "Load" instrl.lcti ons transfer
MeMor~ data into the accuMulator, the X register, or the Y
register. There are three load instructions - one for each
regi!;ter.

LOA:
LOX:
LOY:

boa~ the accuMulator
boa~ the ~ Register
~:.oa~ the r. Register

You are faMiliar with the LOA instruction.

SOURCE CODE Q.~JECT.

LOA~$600
~$601

A9 n ACC.
00 -../

00

The value in MeMor~ iMMediatel~ following the opcode for
the LOA ins tr I)Ct i ort is stor ed in the accl.IMI.ll ator • The" +" is
r e f e r r-e d to as an "iMMediate" s~Mbol. The LOA +$00 cOMMand
is read, "load the accuMulator with an iMMediate hexadeciMal
$00." Whenever ~OLI ')se a he~·:adeciMal nLIMber, ~ou ML'St
precede the v a l ue with a "$". To 1.lse deciMal nl.IMbers in a
prograM, SiMPI~ list the deciMal aMount and forgo with the
dollar sign. LOA +13 is the saMe as LOA ISOO, since deciMal
13 eqlJa 1s he}{adeciMal $ 0O. The "t" reMai n s becalJse we ar e
still loading the accuMulator with the value iMMediatel~

following the instruction. The load instructions for the X
and Y registers function exactl~ the saMe wa~. LOX :1:$00
places hexadeciMal SOD in the X register. LOY :1:$00 places a
hexadeciMal SOD in the Y register. Loading a register with a
specific v a Lue is called "iMMediate addressing." IMMedii3te
addressing is easil~ recognized b~ the "t" preceding the
value to be loaded into the register.
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It is also possible to load a register with the contents
of a MeMor~ location. Suppose ~ou have a prograM that
cOMPutes a Math probleM and stores the answer in MeMor~.

When the prograM is done. ~ou don't know what the answer is.
but ~ou do know where the answer has been stored. You need
to be able to load a register with the contents of the
address of the answer. so ~ou can find out what the answer
is. Loading a register with the contents of a MeMor~

location is called " absoll.lte addressirlg." In absolute
addressing. the operand to the instruction is the address of
the MeMor~ location ~ou wish to se~. Stud~ the diagraM below
to see how absolute addressing works.

SOURCE CODE OBJECT

LD~$600
~{$601I $602

~$9C~0

CODE

AD
40
9C

00

6502

ACC. 00

The zero stored in $9C40 is loaded into the accuMulator.
Since this is absolute addressing, the "t" is no longer used.
Note that the opcode for the LOA instruction stored in $600
is "AD". Up urrt r I now the opcode for LOA has been A9. The
opcode changed because the operation perforMed b~ the CPU is
different. AD instructs the CPU to get the value stored in
the specified MeMor~ location and load it into the register.
The AD also instructs the CPU to fetch two additional b~tes,

for the address in the operand. You needn't worr~ about what
the specific values are of the various opcodes, or which
opcodes represent which addressing Modes. The asseMbler and
the processor handle that for ~ou. Our goal here. is to
point out that the opcode indicates to the CPU the t~pe of
addressing being used and thus. what operation the CPU is to
perforM. When the processor encounters the AD. it knows that
it Must fetch an address frOM MeMor~. and load the
accuMulator with the contents of that address.
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AsseMbl';$ Language F'rograMMir,g Worksheet. +6

Turn o~f t.he cOMPut.er and reboot. ~our s~st.eM t.o begin
t.his worksheet.. It. is necessar~ for ~ou t.o st.art. t.he
exercise wit.h MeMor~ and t.he regist.ers cleared.

1. ENTER and LIST t.he ATSIGN prograM.

2. Not.e t.he LOA inst.ruct.ion on line 120. The inst.ruct.ion
reads, "load t.he accl.IMI.llat.or wit.h an iMMediat.e deciMal 32."
What. nUMber will be st.ored in t.he accuMulat.or? _

AsseMble t.he prograM. Then go int.o t.he debugger and
press <SHIFT><CLEAR> t.o clear t.he screen. Run t.he prograM
(G600). When t.he prograM st.ops, t.he regist.ers will be
listed. Were ~ou right? When the asseMbler t.ranslat.es t.he
source code to object code the deciMal values are list.ed in
he:·:adec i Ma1 •

3. T~pe X to go back t.o the editor and LIST the prograM.
Now change the LOA +32 instruct.ion to LDA +298. What will be
loaded into the accuMulator? AsseMble the prOgraM.

That. was a t.rick question. You should have got.t.en Error 10.
Page 43 of t.he AsseMbler Editor Manual lists the error
Messages. Err or 10 states, "t.he e:·:p r ess i or. is great.er t h an
255 where onl~ one b~te is required." ReMeMber t.hat. one
MeMor~ location holds a MaxiMUM of 255. If ~ou t.r~ to load a
nUMber great.er than 255 into the accuMulat.or, the prograM
will not asseMble.

4. Now t.r~ absolut.e addressing. LIST the prograM. On line
110, replace LOA +298 with LOA $600. What. value will be
loaded into the accuMulator? If ~ou are unsure,
asseMble the prograM and t.hen t.r~ t.o answer the quest.ion.
The object. code for the LOA inst.ruct.ion should appear as
follows.

0600 A00006 0110 LOA $600

LOA $600 loads the accuMulat.or with the contents of MeMor~

locat.ion 600. What. is t.he value in $600 which will be loaded
into the accuMulator? _
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5. Run the prograM froM the debugger (G600). The contents
of the registers will be displa~ed after the prograM is
executed. Check the contents of the acuuMulator against ~our

answer.

6. Define the addressing Modes used below and explain what
the instruction will do.

LOA *$70

LOA *64

LOA $9C40 _

LOA SCREEN _
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Whenever ~ou want to put a value in MeMor~, ~ou use a
"store" cOMMand. There are three store irlstrl.,ctiorls - one
for each register.

STA:
STX:
STY:

STore the value an the 8,ccl.'Ml.'lator in MeMor~.

STore the value ir, the ~ register in MeMor~.

STore the value in the 1 register in MeMor~.

In the ATSIGN prograM the STA instruction was used to _
put the value for an at sign into MeMor~ location $9E33 which
had been assigned the label SCREEN." This is another exaMPle
of absolute addressing.

SOURCE CODE OBJECT CODE

STA~ $600 8D
<; [$601 33

$60Z 9E

$9E33 ZO

650Z

ACC. ZO

The $ZO in the accuMulator is stored in MeMor~ location
S9E33. Actuall~t a cop~ of the $20 is Made and stored in
$9E33. The $ZO in the accuMulator reMains unaffected b~ the
STA cOMMand. Turn to AsseMbl~ Language PrograMMing Worksheet
17 to tr~ the different load and store instructions.
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AsseMbl~ Language PrOgraMMing Worksheet +7

You will need to turn o~~ ~our Machine and reboot the
s~steM with an AsseMbler Editor Cartridge and the Advanced
Topics Diskette in order to clear the registers.

1. ENTER and LIST the ATSIGN prograM.

Z. Use the editing ke~s to place the cursor over the A in
the LOa instruction. Instead o~ loading the accuMulator with
+3Z, load the X register witht3Z. T~pe an X to replace the
A.

3. I~ the value ~or the at sign is being loaded into the X
register, then to print the at sign on the screen, ~ou Must
store the contents o~ the X register in screen RAM ($9E33).
Change the STA COMMand to a ST~ cOMMand.

4. AsseMble the prograM. T~pe BUG to get into the debugger.
T~pe <SHIFT><CLEAR>, to clear the screen, and run the prograM
froM $600 b~ t~ping G600.

5. The contents of the internal registers will be listed on
the screen once the prograM is cOMpleted. List the contents
of the different registers below.

A= X= Y=

As ~ou can see, the prograM's per~orMance does not
change b~ using the load and store instructions for the X
register. However, now the value ~or the at sign is stored
in the X register instead of in the aCCUMulator. Now let's
see where the +ZO ends UP when the prograM is executed.

09E33 and press RETURN

The "0" stands ~or disp la~. YOIJ are disp la~ing the
contents o~ MeMor~ location $9E33.

You should see a ZOo A cop~ of the ZO in the X register
has been stored in S9E33.
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You have seen how the asseMbler translates the source
code to object code, and ~ou are faMiliar with the forMat of
asseMbl~ language prograMs and how the~ are executed. Now
let's get on with SOMe asseMbl~ language prograMMing. In one
exaMPle that ~ou saw, a short asseMbl~ language prograM which
placed an arrow on the screen, was executed so quickl~ that
~ou cOLlldn't even see the arrow displa~ed. The alternative
prograM that we used leaves the character on the screen.
What good is asseMbl~ language if we can't control how long.
sOMething will be displa~ed on the screen? What we need is a
"dela~ loop," which acts as a tiMer". SI_lppose we PLlt a
character on the screen and then set a tiMer to count to 255.
While the character is being displa~ed on the screen, the
tiMer ticks awa~. When the tiMer gets to 255, the prograM
will continue with the next instruction.

To siMulate a tiMer with a dela~ loop, we need to use an
"increMent" instrl.lction. IncreMent instrl_lctions add one to a
counter. There are three increMent instructions.

INC:
INX:
INY:

Add one to the contents of a MeMor~ location.
Add one to the contents of the X register.
Add one to the contents of the Y register.

Note that there is no increMent instruction for the
aCCUMulator. The INC instruction will be explained later.

The diagraM below illustrates how the INY, INcreMent the
1 register, instruction works.

Y Register IncreMent Y Y Register

-----:::.

-,----- ..:-

INY

INY

----- ..:.

-----:::.

The 6502 handles the addition for ~ou and stores the new
value in the Y register.

The X register can be increMented in the saMe wa~ with
the INX instruction.

X Register IncreMent X X Register

s -----> INX -----:::.
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The INX and INY ins~ruc~ions are sel~-su~~icien~

cOMMands. There is no operand necessar~ ~or INY or INX.
When an ins~ruc~ion con~ains all o~ ~he inforMa~ion ~he CPU
needs, i~ is called "iMPlied addressing." The opera~iorl t.o
be per~orMed is iMPlied b~ ~he INY and INX ins~ruc~ions.

*=$0600
LOY +00
INY
BR.'

;ORG prograM a~ $600
;LOAo Y WITH 0
;Aoo ONE TO THE VALUE IN Y
;e:REAK

BRK is ano~her exaMPle o~ an ins~ruc~ion ~ha~ uses
iMPlied addressing. I~ does no~ re~uire an operand. The CPU
unders~ands frOM ~he BRK ins~ruc~ion alone ~ha~ i~ is ~o

discon~inue execu~ion of the prograM.

It is not possible to increMent the accuMulator.
Instead, the third increMent instruction enables ~ou to add
one to the contents of a MeMor~ location. For exaMPle,
suppose ~ou have a variable called COUNTER in ~our prograM
and it is stored in MeMor~ location $CO. $CO is a free
MeMor~ location on the zero page o~ MeMor~. Look over the
prograM below to see how to use the INC instruction to add
one to COUNTER.

*=$0600
COUNTER = $CO

LOA +00
STA COUNTER
INC COUNTER
BR.'

;ORIGIN at $600
;ASSIGN COUNTER TO LOCATION $CO
;LOAo ACC. WITH 0
;INITIALIZE COUNTER
;Aoo ONE TO THE VALUE IN COUNTER
; BR.'

COUNTER is initiall~ set to o. When the INC COUNTER
instruction is executed, one is added to the value stored in
COUNTER. It is also possible to place an address in the
operand of an INC instruction. For exaMPle, in the prograM
above~ INC $CO would have served the saMe function as INC
COUNTER. However, using variable naMes is preferred.
Variable naMes Make prograMs More understandable both to the
prograMMer and an~one else reading the prograM. Variable
naMes also enable ~ou to easil~ alter or update a prograM.
To experiMent with the increMent cOMMands turn to AsseMbl~

Language PrograMMing Worksheet +8.
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To begin this worksheet, ~ou will need to turn off ~our

cOMPuter and reboot the s~steM with an AsseMbler Editor
Cartridge and the Advanced Topics Diskette. This will clear
all the registers.

1. You should have the
the following prograM.
the line nUMber and the
entering each line.

EDIT proMPt on the screen. T~pe in
Be sure to leave two spaces between
instruction~ Press <RETURN> after

100 *=~600

110 LOY .~AO

120 INY
130 E:RK

2. After running this prograM, what nUMber would ~ou expect
to find in the Y register?_______ Execute the prograM froM
the debugger and see.

3. To get back to the editor,

and press <RETURN>

1. LIST the prograM. Now tr~ experiMenting with
increMenting different values in the Y register. Using the
editing ke~s, place the cursor over A in the value to be
loaded into the Y register (~~O). Replace the nUMber with
the values listed below. Fill in the boxes with the new
values held in the Y register after executing the prograM.

Y Register Y Register

I 09 -----~:. INY -----)- I I
1 FE -----:> INY -----). 0
I IFF -----:> INY -----:> I

When ~ou increMented $FF, ~ou should have gotten 00 in
the Y register. $FF is the largest b~te or two digit
hexadeciMal nUMber. When one is added to $FF, the SUM is
$100.

$ FF
+01

$100
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SiMilarl~, in base 10, 99 is the largest two digit nUMber
that can be represented. Adding one to 99 resets the two
digits to 0 and carries a one over into the next place value.
Since the registers and MeMor~ locations in the Atari onl~

hold one b~te, when one is added to SFF, the Y register is
reset to zero.

5. Step through the last prograM which increMents SFF.
8UG to get into the debugger. FroM the debugger,

and press <RETURN>

First, the LDY tSFF instruction is executed and the Y
register is set to $FF.

and press <RETURN>

This tiMe the INY instruction is executed. At
bOttOM of the screen ~OU should see the following.
worr~ if the S, stack pointer, on ~our displa~ does
08.)

the
(Dorl't
not eql)al

0602
A=OO

C8
X=OO

INY
Y=OO P=32 S=08

The "P=" starlds for the processor statl.IS register. The
status register is one of the internal registers in the 6502.
The status register holds one b~te, however, each bit holds
significant inforMation concerning the results of the CPU's
Most recentl~ executed instruction. For exaMPle, if the last
instruction left a negative nUMber in one of the registers,
the negative bit of the status register would be set. (The
status register was first introduced in the Machine
Architecture Module. See the Central Processing Unit section
if ~ou need to review.) Each bit of the status register is
called a flag. The flags indicate if a certain condition
exists in the processor. Currentl~, the status register on
~our screen should hold 32 (P=32). The binar~ representation
of the status register below shows the bit pattern for the
hexadeciMal nUMber $32. The ones indicate which bits of the
status register are set or turned on.

Stat .... s Register

~
N V - E: D I Z C

T
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The "Z" bit., or zero flag, is set.. The resLllt. of t.he
last. inst.rvct.ion (INY) left. a zero in t.he Y regist.er, and
consequent.l~ t.he zero flag of t.he st.at.vs regist.er was set..
The "_" or IJrlused bit. and t.he "B" or t.he brea,,". bit. were also
set.. The unused bit is set. as a prograM is execvt.ed and the
break bit was set b~ the BRK inst.rvct.ion at. the end of the
prograM. The iMPort.ance of the st.at.us flags will becoMe
clearer in t.he next section. Don't worr~ if ~ou find theM a
bit confusing. The status register is t~picall~ difficult
for beginners to understand.
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There is also a set of "decreMent" instrl_lctiorls.
DecreMent instructions are the opposite of increMent
instructions.

DEX subtracts one froM the value in the X register.

DEY
register.

one froM the value in the _

DEC
location.
COUNTER.

subtracts one froM the contents of a MeMOr';:l
DEC COUNTER subtracts one froM the value stored in

1. Use the editing ke';:ls to change the increMent cOMMand in
the increMent routinet which ';:IOU used in worksheet tSt to a
decreMent instruction as listed below. If ';:IOU no longer have
the increMent prograM in MeMOr';:lt t';:lpe in this new prograM.

100 *=$600
110 LOY t$FF
120 DEY
130 FHS

2. AsseMble the prograM and run it froM the debugger.
the different values for the Y register listed below.
in the boxes on the right with the results of the DEY
instr •.rc t a orrs .

Tr';:l
Fill

Y Register Y Register

G----> DEY ---- ..:. 0
I FO 1----> DEY ----:> l I
~----> DEY ----:> 0

All rights reserved.
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DecreMenting 00 should have given ';:Iou SFF in the Y
register. In asseMbl';:l language SFF stands for a Minus one as
well as 255. The CPU uses a circular nUMber line. Take a
look at the diagraM below._

1
~~ 0

-3 r:E ff
-&.j yO ~_.........

-s~
Fe



If ~ou add one to $FE ~ou get $FF. If ~OU subtract one
frOM zero, ~6u also get $FF. $FF represents a Minus one and
255 in the cOMPuter. You can tell if the $FF represents a
Minus or 255 b~ looking at the status register flags. When
one is subtracted froM 00, the result is $FF and the negative
bit of the status register is set. When one is added to 255,
the carr~ flag is set, indicating that the nUMber has
exceeded the aMount which can be held in one b~te.

2. Step through the last decreMent prograM which subtracts
one froM zero.

S600 and press <RETURN>

The contents of the registers will be listed as each
instruction is executed. The Y register should hold 00, froM
the LOY 1$00 instruction.

3. T~pe S and press <RETURN>, to execute the DEY
instruction. The current contents of the registers will be
listed. Fill in the registers below with what appears on
~our screen.

0602 88 DEY
A= X= Y= P= S=

.It. The statl.'s register (P) s hou l d have "E:O" in it after
executing the DEY instruction. ReMeMber that the status
register holds the status flags. Each bit of the status
register holds significant inforMation. The binar~ bit
pattern for 80 and the status flags associated with each bit
are shown below.

Statl_'s Register

~
NV-E:DIZC

i
The "Nil or negative flag has been set to indicate that

decreMenting 00 resulted in a negative nUMber (-lor FF).

Don't worr~ if ~ou don't understand the peculiar
nUMbering s~steM or the status register of the CPU just ~et.
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The increMent and decreMent instructions will prove to
be Yer~ use~ul in setting up a dela~ loop. Now we need SOMe
wa~ to repeat or "loop" throLlgh a set o~ irlstrLlct..iorls to
creat..e a dela~. To write a loop t..hat is repeated a speci~ied

nUMber o f tiMes, we wi 11 IJse a "branch" instrl_lctiorl. For
e:·:aMPle, the "BNE" irlstrLlct..ion stands for ~ranch ~ot ~qL'al to
zero. BNE can be used t..o repeat a decreMent.. instruction,
unt..il the register reaches zero. Take a look at the short
prograM below which uses a BNE instruct..ion ~or a tiMing loop.

*=$600
SCREEN = $9E33

LOY +"'FF ;SET COUNTER
LOA +... 20 ;CODE FOR AN AT SIGN
STA SCREEN ;DISPLAY ON THE SCREEN

DELAY DEY ;SUBTRACT 1 FROM Y
BNE DELAY ;IF Y IS NOT 0, DEY AGAIN
BRK ;TERMINATE PROGRAM

In the exaMPle above, as long as t..he Y register is not
zero, the CPU will branch back to the label DELAY and
decreMent the Y register again.

To deterMine if the Y register has reached zero, the BNE
instruction checks the zero flag of the status register.
When the register is decreMented to zero, the zero flag of
the status register is set. When the BNE instruction finds
that the zero flag of the status register is set, the
condition for branching when the Y register is not equal to
zero is no longer exists. The register is zero and so the
branch is not.. taken. Instead, the next instruction in the
prograM is executed.

The 6502 instruction set has a series of branch
instructions, each of which checks the current condition of
one of the status flags. You can branch on a negative
nUMber, a positive nUMber, a carr~, etc. Below are the eight
branch instructions available with the At..ari AsseMbler
Ed i t o r ,

8CC:
BCS:
8EQ:
8MI:
8NE:
8PL:
E:VC:
BVS:

iranch on ~arr~ ~lear

~ranch on ~arr~ iet
~ranch on EQual to zero
~ranch on r e s u lt, MInus
~ranch ~ot ~qual to zero
~r arrc h on I' eSI.II t P!.:.IJS
~ranch on o~erflow ~lear

~ranch on o~erflow iet
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Branch instructions are ver~ useful for short distance
branches, as is the case with tiMing loops. However, it is
not possible to branch long distances in a prograM. In a
large prograM where a longbranch is needed, the alternative
to a branch instrl.lction is a "JSR", JUMP to a SubRoutine.
JSR will be explained in the next section.

Turn to AsseMbl~ Language PrOgraMMing Worksheet +10 to
see how increMent, decreMent, and branch instructions can be
used in a dela~ loop to have More control over how long
sOMething is dipla~ed on the screen".
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AsseMbl~ Lansuage PrOgraMMins Worksheet +10

1. ENTER the DELAYl prograM on ~our Advanced Topics
Diskette.

T~pe: ENTER tD:DELAYl and press <RETURN>

25 • DELAY,
50 •,

0000 0100 lK= $060 O'
9E33 0110 SCREEN = $9E33 ;SCREEN RAM
0600 AOOO 0120 LOY .$00 ;SET COUNTER
0602 A920 0130 LOA +$20 ;CODE Fan @
060~ 8D339E 01~0 STA SCREEN ;DISPLAY @
0607 C8 0150 DELAY INY ;ADD 1 TO COUNTER
0608 DOFD 0160 E:NE DELAY ;IF NOT 0, REPEAT DELAY
060A A900 0170 LOA tOO ;LOAD ACC. WITH 0
060C 8D339E 0180 STA SCREEN ;ERASE @
060F 00 0190 BFU{ ; BREM{

2. LIST the prograM. It should look like the listing above.
The Y register serves as a ti,.,.er which counts to 255 while
the at sign is being displa~ed on the screen. A blank space
is displa~ed over the at sign as soon as the dela~ is
cOMPleted. Consequentl~, we can see the results of the dela~

or the cOMPuter counting to 255.

3. COMplete the following steps to execute the prograM.

T~pe: ASM and press <RETURN>

T~pe: BUG and press <RETURN>

T~pe: <SHIFT><CLEAR>

T~pe: G600 and press <RETURN>

You would think that because the COMPuter has to count
to 255, the at sign would sta~ on the screen longe~ before it
was erased. It doesn't look Much different than the ARROW
prograM did without a dela~, does it? It is longer, though.
Step through the prograM to see that the Y register is reall~

being increMented 255 tiMes while the at sign is on the
screen. Do the following.

T~pe: S600 and press <RETURN>

Continue to t~pe S and <RETURN> a few tiMes to see the Y
register being increMented.
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Branch instructions are alwa~s followed b~ a label. The
label indicates where to branch to. Branch instructions use
"relative addressing." The object code for a branch cOMMand
is two b~tes, one b~te for the instruction, and one b~te for
the "offset," or the distance froM the branch to the label.
The offset is the nUMber of b~tes in MeMor~ between the
branch instruction and the instruction accoMpan~ing the label
~ou are branching to. Look at the object code for the bran~h

cOMMand in the DELAYl prograM below.

0607 C8
0608 DOFD

0150 DELAY
0160

INY
E:NE DELAY

;ADD 1 TO COUNTER
;IF NOT 0, REPEAT DELAY

MeMor~ location $608 holds, DO, the opcode for the BNE
instruction. The FD in $609 is the offset to the label
DELAY. FD, in this case~ represents a deciMal -3. The CPU
Must look back three b~tes in MeMor~ to find the instruction
associated with the label DELAY. Since the offset is one
b~te in the object code, the distance that is branched Must
be held in one b~te. Consequentl~, ~ou can branch up to 128
b~tes forward ($00-$80), and 127 b~tes back ($81-$FF) in a
prograM and no further. Branch instructions are the onl~

asseMbl~ language instructions that use relative addressing.
The offsets in the object code are handled b~ the CPU. All
~ou need to worr~ about is branching too far in ~our

prO(3T'aMS.
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A longer dela~ is needed in order to leave the character
on the screen for a longer period of tiMe. To create a
longer dela~ we will need to use another register. This
second register will count the nUMber of tiMes the first
register c ourrt s froM 0 to 255. What we will do is "ries t." the
0-255 tiMing loop inside another loop. Suppose we load the X
register with 25 and each tiMe the Y register counts froM 0 
255 the X register is decreMented. This c~cle is continued
until the X register is zero.

NO

YES

>--~ NO __~"'---_.J

YES

Here is the asseMbl~ language version of the nested
dela~ loops illustrated in the flowchart.

DELAY LOX t25 ;COUNT 25 Y LOOPS
AGAIN LOY tOO ;START WITH 0

WAIT INY ;ADO 1 TO Y
E:NE WAIT ;IF NOT 0, REPEAT WAIT
DEX ;SUBTRACT 1 FROM X
BNE AGAIN ;IF NOT o, REPEAT AGAIN
BR.< ; BREAt<
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The dela~ loop is now a separate subroutine, which the
ATSIGN rOI.ltine wi 11 "ca11." The advantage of Mak ing the
dela~ loop a separate subroutine is that it can be used froM
an~where in an asseMbl~ language prograM. As ~ou have seen,
asseMbl~ language is processed so rapidl~ that dela~ loops
are cOMMonl~ needed. If the nested dela~ loop had been
incorporated into the Middle of the ATSIGN prograM, it could
onl~ be used when an at sign was being printed in the Middle
of the screen. The secret to good asseMbl~ language
prograMMing is to write versatile subroutines that can be
reused within the prograM.

Turn to AsseMbl~ Language PrOgraMMing Worksheet +11 to
experiMent with changing the length of the dela~.
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AsseMbl~ Lang'.lage PrograMMing Worksheet +11

1. ENTER the OELAY2 prograM on the Advanced Topics Oisv..ette.

T~pe: ENTER +0: OELAY2 and press <RETURN>

The listing of the prOgraM should look like this:

*=$600
SCREEN = $9E33

LOA +$20
STA SCREEN
..JSR DELAY
E:R~(

DELAY LOX +$AO
AGAIN LOY +00
WAIT INY

E:NE WAIT
OEX
E:NE AGAIN
RTS

;COOE FOR @
;OISPLAY ON SCREEN
;WAIT ROUTINE
;e:REM(

;COUNTER FOR Y LOOPS
;0-255 COUNT
;AOO 1 to Y
;IF NOT O,REPEAT WAIT
;SUE:TRACT 1 FROM X
;IF NOT 0, REPEAT AGAIN
;RETURN

The "..JSR" instruction, which s t and s for !::L'-'MP to the
§.'.Ib8.o'.Itine, is '-'sed to call the dela~ r cu t i ne , The RTS
instruction at the end of the dela~ routine tells the CPU to
8.elurn frOM the §.ubro,.,tine and go back to e:·:ecuting the
instructions in the OELAY2 routine.

2. The value stored in the X register controls the length of
the dela~. AsseMble the prOgraM and execute it frOM the
debugger to see how long the dela~ lasts.

3. To return to the editor,

Tljpe: X and press <RETURN>

1. Use the <CTRL> and the arrow ke~s to replace the t$AO in
the LOX +$AO cOMMand with +.FO. E:e sure to press <RETURN>
after cOMPleting ~our edit. AsseMble and run the prograM
frOM the debugger. What effect did changing the value in the
X register have on the dela~?
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5. What would happen it ~ou changed the value loaded into
the X register to t.5?

Tr~ it and see.
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For a SUMMar~ o~ the 6502 instructions explained thus
~art see the table at the back o~ this Module.

The 6502 o~~ers eight di~~erent addressing Modes. The
addresssing Modes that have been covered thus ~ar are listed
below.

IMMediate LOA .S70

Per~orM the operation on the speci~ied 8 bit value.
The iMMediate s~Mbol (.) Must precede the value in
the operand.

Absoll.lte STA S9C't0

Per~orM the operation on the value stored in the
speci~ied MeMor~ location. The operand Must
contain an address or a label which represents an
address.

IMPlied INX t RTS

The operation to be perforMed is iMPlied b~ the
instruction itself.

Relative E:NE AGAIN

Relative addressing is used exclusivel~ with branch
instructions. The object code holds the of~set

which indicates the nUMber of b~tes in MeMor~

between the branch instruction and the destination
of the branch.

Zero Page LOA SCO

PerforM the operation on the contents o~ the
speci~ied zero page address.

Zero page addressing is the saMe as absolute addressingt
except that the address being accessed is on the zero page.
Addresses on the zero page are listed as one b~te because the
high order b~te of the address is "00". The cOMPlete address
of SCD is SOOCD. When zero page addressing is used t the
object code for the cOMMand is onl~ two b~test one b~te for
the instructiont and one b~te for the address. The CPU
aSSUMes that the high order b~te of the zero page address is
SOO. Variables that are used ~requentl~ in a prograM are
cOMMonl~ stored on the zero page for quick and eas~ access.
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The three indexed addressing Modes used in 6502 asseMbl~

language are explained in this section. Two of the three
indexed addressing Modes will be used in the final aniMation
prograM in this Module.

How about printing sOMething. little More interesting
than an arrow or an at sign on the screen. Suppose ~ou

wanted to print four lines in succession, which would look
like a baton twirling or a pinwheel. Four lines which are
available in the internal character set are listed below.

HEX DECIMAL
I = $7C 124
/ = $OF 15

= $00 13
\ = $3C 60

One possiblit~ is to repeatedl~ load the accuMulator
with the values for each of the four lines. For exaMPle, we
could write the following prograM.

llC=$600
SCREEN = $9C40

LOA :I:$7C
STA SCREEN
LOA :I:$OF
STA SCREEN
LOA :1:$00
STA SCREEN
LOA :I:$3C

;COOE FOR
;OISPLAY
;COOE FOR /
;OISPLAY
;COOE FOR 
;OISPLAY
;COOE FOR \
;E:REAK

It works, but this certainl~ is an inefficient wa~ of
displa~ing a pinwheel. Instead, it would be preferable to
have one set of instructions that printed a line on the
screen. The hexadeciMal value for each of the different
lines would be passed through the print routine in
succession. This would eliMinate the repetition of LOA and
STA instructions. In asseMbl~ language it is possible to set
up a data table, and read through the data, one eleMent at a
tiMe, just the wa~ ~ou can in BASIC.
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To store the codes ~or these lines as data in MeMor~, the
pSLledo opcode ". BYTE" can be 1.lsed. The. BYTE cOMMand irl~orMs

the asseMbler that what ~ollows is a series o~ b~tes which
are to be stored in successive MeMor~ locations. Not ever~

asseMbler uses the .BYTE COMMand. SOMe asseMblers have other
psuedo opcodes ~or saving data, such as HEX. To use the
.BYTE COMMand, the data Must be listed in deciMal and
separated b~ COMMas. The .BYTE COMMand that holds the data
~or the ~our lines is listed below.

Label Psuedo Opcode Instruction
/ \

CHAR .BYTE 124,15,13,60

CHAR is the label used to identi~~ where the data are
stored in MeMor~. The data are listed in the operand o~ the
COMMand field. Each nUMber in the list of data MUst be equal
to or less than 255, since each eleMent of data is stored in
one MeMor~ location. When the asseMbler converts the source
code to object code, an address is assigned to the label
CHAR. If the address of CHAR is $060E, then the first
eleMent of data following .8YTE will be stored in $060E. The
second eleMent of data will be stored in $060F and so on.

Adq~ Data

$060E $7C
$060F $OF
$0610 $OD
$0611 $3C

Now that the data are stored in MeMor~, we need to be
able to get the nUMbers to be printed on the screen, one at a
tiMe. Reading through data in asseMbl~ language is
aCCOMPlished with "inde:·:ed addressing." The X register or
·the Y register serves' as an "index" for reading throl.lgh the
data. The following forMat is used for indexed addressing.

LOA CHAR,X

The nUMber in the X register is added to the address of
CHAR. The value in this new address is loaded into the
aCCUMulator. For exaMPle, suppose the X register contains a
zero.

LDA CHAR,X
/ \

$060E + 0 = $060E
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Zero is added to .060E, the address o~ CHAR. The
accuMulator is loaded with the contents o~ this new address.

MeMor~ 6502

X Reg. o~.60E 7C ) Acc. 7C I
CHAR + S60E S60F OF

S60E S610 00 X REG. 00 I
S611 3C

A cop~ o~ the ~irst b~te o~ the CHAR data table is loaded
into the accuMulator. Suppose we increMented the X register
to orie ,

LOA CHARtX
/ \

$060E + 1 = S060F

This tiMe the value in S060F is loaded into the accuMulator.

MeMor~

X Reg.
CHAR

1
+S60E
$60F

$60E
~$60F

------ $610
$611

7C ~
OF~ -
00 X
3C

Acc.

REG.

OF

01

Either the X register or the Y register can be used as
an index. With indexed addressing ~o~ can access an~ one o~

255 eleMents of data stored in MeMor~. You are restricted to
a MaxiMUM index o~ 255, because that is the largest nUMber
the X or the Y register can hold. Turn to AsseMbl~ Language
PrograMMing Worksheet 112 to see how ~OU can incorporate
indexed addressing and the .BYTE psuedo opcode into ~our

asseMbl~ language prograMS.
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AsseMbl~ Language PrOgraMMing Workshee~ t12

1. ENTER and asseMble ~he PINWHEEL prograM on ~he Advanced
Topics Oiske~~e. The lis~ing on ~our screen should Ma~ch ~he

listing below. (The first line will not show since ~he

screen scrolls uP.)

0000 0100 *=$600 ;ORGIN
9CqO 0110 SCREEN = $9CQO ;SCREEN RAM
0600 AZOO 0120 LOX t$OO ;SET INDEX TO 0
0602 E:00E06 0130 NEXTCHAR LOA CHAR,X ;GET NEXT CHAR
0605 80Q09C 01QO STA SCREEN ;OISPLAY IT
0608 E8 0150 INX ;AOO ONE TO INDEX
0609 E004 0160 CPX +$4 ;COMPARE X REG. TO Q
060E: OOFS 0170 BNE NEXTCHAR ;IF X <> Q BRANCH
0600 00 0180 E:RK ; E:REAH
060E 7C 0190 CHAR .BYTE lZQ,15t13,60 ;OATA
060F OF
0610 00
0611 3C

Z. Tar..e a look at the object code.

3. What is the opcode for the LOA in the CHAR,X
instruction?_______ Another opcode for the LOA instruction!
"80" instructs the processor to tar..e the contents of the X
register, add it to the address of CHAR, and store the
contents of the new address in the accuMulator. The opcode
also tells the CPU to fetch two b~tes in the operand
following the opcode BO. The two b~tes following the E:O in
the object code are the address of CHAR, where the first b~te

of the CHAR data table is stored.

Q. Now look down at the contents of $060E - $0611. These
are the b~tes of data for the four lines that Make the
pinwheel. Note that there is no opcode for the .BYTE
instruction. Psuedo opcodes are instructions to the
asseMbler. The~ are not processed b~ the CPU. Also note
that the .BYTE instruction and the pinwheel data are listed
in the prograM following the BRK instruction. The data table
Must follow the BRK, because the data does not contain an
instrucion or opcode for the CPU to execute. If the data
caMe before the BRK, the CPU would tr~ to interpret the data
as opcodes to be executed.

5. A new instruction appears on line 160.
ser i es of "COMP ar e" i n s t.r uc t, ions.

"CPX" is one of a

CMP:
CPX:
Cpyt

Q.oMPare MeMor~ and the ACCUMulator
Q.oMEare MeMor~ and the ~ Register
~oMp"are MeMor~ and the X. Register
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The branch instructions we used earlier in this Module
branched until either 0 or Z5S was reached. COMPare
instructions enable the prograMMer to devise a loop with a
terMination point other than 0 or 255. CPX COMpares the
contents of the X register with the nUMber in the operand of
the COMpare instruction. CPX +.4 COMpares the contents of
the X register with.IJ. The cOMParison is Made b~ subtracting
the operand~ .IJ~ froM the value held in the X register. In
the PINWHEEL prograM the X register is increMented Just prior
to the COMPare instruction. So the first tiMe the CPX +4 i~

executed~ the X register is one.

01 X Register
-O.IJ COMpare Operand
-3

The answer~ -3~ sets the negative bit of the status
register. COMPare instructions set the negative~ zero, or
carr~ bit of the status register~ depending on the results of
the subtraction. There is no other evidence of the
subtraction or execution of the COMpare instruction. The
nUMber in the X register reMains the saMe as it was prior to
the COMpare instruction. When the X register is
increMented to four and cOMPared to the .IJ in the CPX
instruction~ the result of the cOMParison is zero.

O.IJ X Register
-O.IJ COMPare Operand

00

The result of the cOMParison will set the zero flag of
the status register. In the PINWHEEL prograM a BNE <branch
not equal to zero) instruction is used to check the zero flag
of the status register. Thus, the first through the fourth
eleMents of data will be loaded into the accuMulator and
stored on the screen with indexed addressing. When the X
regis~er is increMen~ed ~o 1, the BNE is no longer effective.
The zero bit has been set, so the branch is not taken~ and
the next instruction in the prograM is executed.

6. Finall~, let's run the prograM.

T~pe: BUG

T':Spet G600

and press <RETURN>

and press <RETURN>
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According to the wa~ the prograM was planned, ~ou should
see the four lines displa~ed, one right after the other,
giving the appearance of one twirl of a baton. However, all
~ou see is one line. We are up against a speed probleM
again. The cOMPuter is processing the prograM and displa~ing

the lines so fast that all ~ou can see is the last line. To
be sure that each of the four lines is being printed, replace
the BRK instruction at the end of the prograM with a JUMP
back to the beginning of the prograM. Use the <CTRL> and
arrow k.e~s to place the cur s or- over" the "B" in BRK.

T~pe: JMP BEGIN and press <RETURN>

The JMP instruction is siMilar to a GOTD in BASIC.

7. To insert the label BEGIN, place the cursor over the
space before the LDX +$00 instruction. Hold down the <CTRL>
ke~ and press the <INSERT> ke~ (in the upper right hand
corner of the ke~board) five tiMes - once for each letter in
the word BEGIN.

T~pe: BEGIN and press <RETURN>

After ~ou have t~ped BEGIN, be sure that there is a
space in between the label BEGIN and the COMMand LDX. Using
the <CTRL> and arrow ke~s again, Move the cursor down below
the prograM.

8. AsseMble the prograM and execute it frOM $600. At least
we now know that each of the four lines is being stored in
screen RAM as we intended.
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To Make the pinwheel look More like it is spinning, we
need a brief dela~ after displa~ing each line. Ideall~, we
would SiMpl~ insert a JSR DELAY into the routine that draws
the pinwheel. However, we Must first review how each of the
subroutines is using the registers. It Ma~ be that one
subroutine changes a register and affects the operation of
the second routine. Look over the listing below. Focus on
the use of the X register.

*=$600 ;ORIGIN
SCREEN = $9C40 ;SCREEN RAM
•,
DRAW LDX +$00 ;SET INDEX TO 0
NEXTCHAR LDA,X ;GET NEXT CHAR

STA SCREEN ;DISPLAY IT
JSR DELAY ;CALL DELAY ROUTINE
INX ;ADD 1 TO INDEX
CPX +$4 ;COMPARE X REG. TO 4
8NE NEXTCHAR ;IF X=4 THEN 8RANCH FOR CHAR
8RK ;8REAK

CHAR .8YTE 124,15,13,60 ;PINWHEEL DATA

•,
DELAY LDX +SAO
AGAIN LDY +$00
WAIT INY

8NE WAIT
DEX
8NE AGAIN
RTS

;COUNTER FOR Y LOOPS
;8EGIN WITH 0
;ADD 1 TO Y
;IF NOT 0, REPEAT WAIT
;SU8TRACT 1 FROM X
;IF NOT 0, REPEAT AGAIN
;RETURN FROM SUBROUTINE

The X register is used both as an index to CHAR, and as a
counter in the DELAY loop. The DRAW routine sets the X
register to zero and loads the accuMulator with the character
to be printed on the screen. Then a dela~ is needed, so we
JSR DELAY. In the course of the DELAY loop, both the X and
the Y registers are Manipulated. However, the~ are both at
zero when the subroutine is 'COMPleted. Thus, there is no
conflict in the use of the X register the first tiMe through
the prograM. However, the Draw routine increMents the X
register in order to read through the line data. Suppose the
X register has been increMented to one. When the DELAY loop
is called, the X register is reset to zero. IMMediatel~

following the DELAY routine, the DRAW routine increMents X.
Consequentl~, the index to the data will be continuousl~

reset to zero b~ DELAY and increMented to one in the DRAW
routine. Since the X register would never get to four, the
prograM would branch continuousl~ to NEXTCHAR, and displa~

the saMe data line over and over again. Thus, we need SOM~
wa~ to preserve the index that reads through the data.
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This is a good opportunit'::f to eMPlo'::f the "stacI'q" an area
of MeMOr'::f reserved for teMPOrar'::f storage of inforMation.
Before calling the DELAY routine, we will save the current
value of the index on the stack.

In the Machine Archi tectl.lre ModLlle the "PHA" and "PLA"
instrl.lctions were introdl.lced. F'HA starlds for E:.ustl the
accl.IMI.II ator onto the stack. PLA, E:.tA:.I the accUMulator off
the stack, is used to retrieve the value froM the stack. An~

value to be put on the stack MUst f~rst be put in the
accuMulator. So in order to save the X register on the
stack, first we need to put the value in the X register into
the accuMulator. To shift a value froM one register to
another, we need to use one of a set of "transfer"
instr uc t ions.

TXA: Iransfer the contents of the
;i register to the accuMI_1lator.

TAX: Iransfer the contents of the
accl_IMt_llator to the ;i register.

TYA: Iransfer the C'ontents of the
I register to the accuMulator.

TAY: Iransfer the contents of the
accuMulator to the I register.

Transfer instructions store a COP'::f of the value in one
register in another register, as shown below.

TXA

ACCUMI.l1 ator J 7C

~
ACCLIMLII ator [ 03 I

X Regi~~ter I 03 X Register [ 03 r

A COP'::f of the X register is put in the accuMulator. The
X register reMains intact.

None of the transfer instructions require an operand.
All of the inforMation the CPU needs is evident froM the
instruction, so iMplied addressing is used. Glance over the
use of the PHA, PLA, and the transfer instructions below.
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TXA
PHA
JSR DELAY
PLA
TAX

;TRANSFER X INDEX TO ACCUMULATOR
;SAVE IT ON THE STACK
;CALL DELAY ROUTINE
;RETRIEVE INDEX FROM STACK TO ACCUMULATOR
;TRANSFER INDEX FROM ACCUMULATOR TO X
;REGISTER

The index in the X register is transferred to the
accl_IMI..Ilator. PHA pl..Ishes the index'- which is now in the
accuMulator, onto the stack. (The stack fills froM $OlFF
down to $0100.)

1. TXA
2. PHA

tt~~~
Stack

$0100
$0101

$OlFE
$OlFF I 03 I

hACC. UD
"X Reg. ~

The JSR DELAY sends the CPU to the address of DELAY to
execute the subroutine. When the DELAY loop is cOMPleted, it
returns the CPU to the instruction following the JSR DELAY in
the DRAW routine. pLA retrieves the index frOM the stack and
puts it into the accuMulator. TAX transfers the indext in
the accuMulator, back to the X register. Turn to AsseMbl~

Language PrograMMing Worksheet 113 to see how this sequence
of instructions has been incorporated into the DRAW routine.
This tiMe the pinwheel will spin.
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AsseMb l~ LanglJage Progr aMMi!:!..s. Worksheet. +13

1. ENTER the SPIN prograM on ~our Advanced Topics Diskett.e.

T~pe: ENTER +D:SPIN

2. LIST lines 150 t.o 250 t.o see how t.he t.ransfer cOMMands
have been incorporat.ed int.o the DRAW rout.ine. A cOMPlete
listing of the prograM appears at. the back of this Module.

3. AsseMble the prograM and execute it froM the debugger at
$600.

1. You can transfer the accuMulat.or to the X register, and
the X regist.er t.o the accuMulat.or. The Y regist.er also can
be transferred to the accuMulator and vice versa. However,
there is no instruction for transferring data between the X
and Y registers. How can ~ou transfer the X register to the
Y register using the transfer cOMMands ~ou have learned?
Wr i te the asseMb 1~ 1angal.1ge co-de be 1ow.

COMMand COMMents
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Spinning the pinwheel in the corner of the screen is
fun, but how about putting that pinwheel sOMewhere else on
the screen? The graphics zero screen has 960 locations, and
so there are 960 MeMor~ locations reserved, each of which
correspond to one location on the screen. Up until now, we
have been using $9C40, the "startirlg locatiorl" of the
graphics zero screen. There are 40 locations per line and 24
lines on the graphics zero screen. If ~ou Multipl~ 40 b~ 2~,

~ou COMe up with the 960 locations on the screen Mentioned
earlier. The 40 locations on the t~p row of the screen are
nUMbered frOM 0 to 39 in deciMal, and correspond to MeMor~

locations $9C40 - $9C67. The second row is nUMbered 40-79.
The corresponding addresses are $9C68 - $9C8F. The address
of the Middle of the screen is $9EOC, and the contents of the
last location on the graphics zero screen is stored at $9FFF.

Screen MeMOr';;i

~ $9C40 OD
$9C41 OD

--> • • t!?J • • • $<lC42 lE

00 $9C43

"$9C67
$9C68

$9C87

$9EOC

$9FFF
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In order to Move the pinwheel around on the screen, we
need to be able to access an~ one of the 960 addresses ($9C40
- $9FFF) in screer, RAM. One solution is to use "indirect
inde~ed addressing. 1 1 Indirect indexed addressing re~uires

that the address to be indexed is stored on the zero page of
MeMor~. Quite convenientl~, the starting address of screen
RAM is stored in $58 and $59 on the zero page. Ordinaril~,

MeMor~ locations $58 and $59 hold $9C40 which is the default
starting address for the screen. See the Internal
Representation of Graphics and Text Module for an explanation
of how the different graphics Modes use MeMor~. For our
present purposes we will use the $9C10 stored in $58 and $59
on the zero page. The low order b~te of the address, 40, is
stored in $58. The high order b~te of the address is stored
in $59.

Indirect indexed addressing uses the Y register as an
index. An exaMPle of an indirect indexed instruction is
listed below.

STA ($58),Y

When the CPU encounters an opcode for indirect indexed
addressing, it autoMaticall~ takes the low b~te of the zero
page address given in the instruction and looks for the high
order b~te of the address in the next MeMor~ location. Thus,
the CPU gets the address contained in $58 and $59. Then the
value in the Y register is added to the address. The STA
instruction stores the value in the aCCUMulator into the new
address. Look over the diagraM of the STA ($58),Y COMMand
below.

Ace. I 7C

Y Reg. { 00

1.Get the address stored in $58 and $59.

2.Add the contents of Y to the address.

3.Store the acc. in the new address.
10
9C

MeMor~

$9C40
$9C41
$9C42

$0000

$0058
$0059
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The STA ins~ruc~ion s~ores ~he accuMula~or in $9C10.
Suppose the value in ~he Y register were increMen~ed ~o one.
To execu~e the STA ($58)tY ins~ructiont ~irs~ the CPU ~etches

the address stored in $58 and S59. In our exaMPle ~he

address is S9C10. Then onet froM ~he Y regis~ert is added to
the address. The STA instruction uses this final address to
store the value in ~he accuMula~or in MeMor~. Look over the
diagraM below.

6502

$9C40 Ace. OF I,
:t..-ll

I$9C41 Y Reg. 01

-
1.Get the address stored in S58 and S59.

2.Add the contents of Y to the address.

3.Store the ace. in the new address.

MeMor~

SOOOO

$0058 10
$0059 9C

$9C10 I
$9C41 OF
$9C12

The address stored in $58 and $59 has not been changed.
In the prograMs that followt the naMes LOWSCR and HISCR have
been assigned to $58 and $59, because the~ hold the low b~te

and the high b~te of screen RAM.

This is fairl~ difficult to understand at first. Don't
panic. As ~ou start prograMMing in asseMbl~ language, ~ou

will see More applications for indirect indexed addressing,
and it will beCOMe easier to understand.

There is one reMaining 6502 addressing Mode, which will
not be u s e d in the final aniMation prograM. "Indexed
indirect" addressing is the least cOMMonl~ used addressing
Mode in asseMbl~ language. Onl~ the X register can be used
as an index in indexed indi~ect addressing. An instruction
using indexed indirect addressing looks like the this:

The value in the X register is added to the zero page
address in parentheses. This new address contains another
address. The aCCUMulator is stored in this last address.
Suppose the X register holds a 2 and the CPU is execu~ing a
STA ($58,X) instruction.
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STA ($58), X

Ac c , 0F

02X Reg.

i.Add the contents of X to the
zero page address in the instruction.

3.Store the accuMulator in
the r,ew addr e s s ,

2.Get the address stored
in MeMor'j.

OF

~o

9C
.It 3
9C

•

$0000

$0058
$0059
$005A
$005E:

$9C~O

$9C~1

$9C~2

$9C~3

Thus, the value in the X register is added to the zero
page address in order to get another MeMor'j address which is
stored on the zero page. Indexed indirect addressing is
useful when 'jou wish to access a certain eleMent of data frOM
various equal sized data tables stored in MeMor'j. You
needn't worr'j if 'jou don't understand the indexed indirect
addressing Mode just 'jet.
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A lot of Material has been cover. This is a nice
opportunit~ for ~ou to experiMent with what ~ou have learned.
Select one of the challenges listed below. Instructions for
loadingt savingt and printing asseMbl~ language prograMs are
provided in a reference list at the bac~. of this Module.

1. Print a Message on the screen using indexed addressing.
The characters in the MeSSage should be stored in a data
table using the .BYTE psuedo opcode. Use indexed addressing
to access the characters in the Message one at a tiMe. Also
use indexed addressing to increMent ~our screen RAM locatons
for the OI_ItPI_It.

z. Look through the internal character set chart at the back
of this Module. Select a series of characters to be
displa~ed in one location on the screen in a sequence to
suggest aniMation. Store the characters ~ou have selected in
a data table. Use indexed addressing to access the
characters one at a tiMe. AniMate theM at the center of the
screen. You will need to use the stack to preserve the X
register index used for indexed addressingt since the X
register will be needed for a DELAY routine as well.

3. Write a prlJgraM to Move a "greater than" sigrl ( > across
the screen. Assign a label to the starting screen address at
the beginning of ~our prograM (eg. SCREEN = $9C10). Use
indexed addressing with the label SCREEN to Move the s~Mbol

across the video Monitor. Don't forget to call a DELAY
routine before displa~ing the s~Mbol in successive SCREEN
locations.
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In this section ~ou will write the asseMbl~ language
routines necessar~ to Move the pinwheel around on the screen.
You also will learn how to read jo~stick input and Move the
pinwheel in the direction the jo~stick has been pushed.

First let's start b~ Moving the pinwheel to the right
across the screen. To Move the pinwheel to the right, we
need to add one to the pinwheel's current address in screen
RAM. The address of screen RAM on the zero page will be
continuall~ updated as the pinwheel is Moved. We will still
use indirect indexed addressing. But, instead of
increMenting the Y register, we will add one to the screen
RAM address of the pinwheel's current position.

Adding is done with the "ADC" instrl.1ction, which stands
for ADd with ~arr~. ADC adds the accl.IMI-llator arid the carr~

bit of the status register to the operand of the ADC
instruction. The SUM is stored in the accuMulator. ADC t.1,
adds one to the value in the accuMulator, plus the carr~ bit.
The exaMPle below illustrates the possible results of an ADC
instruction. The SUM of the addition is alwa~s stored back
in the accuMulator.

ADC t$1 $40
01

--1
$41

ACCI_IMI.ll ator
Add Operand
Carr~ E:it Clear

$40
01
~
$42

ACCUMI.II ator
Add Operand
Carr~ Bit Set

The result of the addition will be $41 or $42, depending
on whether the carr~ bit is set or not. Before adding, ~ou

need to clear the carr~ bit, unless ~ou want to include the
carr~ in an addition. Clearing the carr~ bit will insure the
accl.trac~ of ~OI.lr addition. The "CLC" instrl.lction is used to
CLear the ~arr~ flag of the stat'.ts register. CLC u s e s
iMPlied addressing. No operand is needed. An asseMbl~

language routine which adds one to the address of screen RAM
is listed below.

CLC
LOA LOWSCR
ADC t$l
STA LOWSCR
LOA HISCR
ADC t$OO
STA HISCR
BR~(

;CLEAR THE CARRY BIT TO 0
;LOAD THE ACC. WITH THE LOW BYTE OF SCREEN RAM
;ADD 1 TO THE ACCUMULATOR
;STORE THE ACC. IN THE LOW BYTE OF SCREEN RAM
;LOAD ACC. WITH THE HIGH BYTE OF SCREEN RAM
;ADD ZERO TO THE ACCUMULATOR
;STORE THE SUM IN HISCR
; E:REAK
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Does it seeM strange that one is added to LOWSCR and
then zero is added to HISCR? IMagine the situation where
LOWSCR is $FF and HISCR is $9C ($9CFF). Now add one to
LOWSCR.

Carr~ E:it = 1

$ FF
L.!!1.
$ 00

LOWSCR
AOC +.. 1
ACCI.IMI.ll ator

The answer in the accuMulator will be zero and the car~~

bit is set. The new screen RAM address is $9COO. The high
b~te of the address,(9C), reMains the saMe. Howeyer, $9COO
does not follow $9CFF in screen RAM -- .. 9000 does. The carr~

bit needs to be added to the high order b~te of the screen
address. That explains the addition with HISCR. The carr~

bit was cleared before adding one to the low order b~te of
the address. If the carr~ was set b~ the first addition, a
one will be included in the addition when zero is added to
the high order b~te of the address.

LOA LOWSCR
AOC :1:$1

LOA HISCR
ADC +$00

$ FF LOWSCR $9C HISCR
1 AOC +$1 00 AOC +$00

---.Q. CLC ---l. Carr~ Set b~ LOWSCR Add.
Carr~ = 1 $ 00 $90

<, -:
$9000

If the carr~ bit is not set b~ the first addition, zero
is added to the high b~te of the address, and it goes
'_Irlchanged.

LOA LOWSCR
AOC +$1

LOA HISCR
AOC +$00

LOWSCR
ADC +.. 1
CLC

Carr~ = 1

$ .ttO
1

--lL
$ .ttl

$9C
00

-...-Q..
$9C

~ /
$9C.tt1

HISCR
AOC +$00
Carr~

Turn to AsseMbl~ Language PrograMMing Worksheet +1.tt to
see how this addition routine can be incorporated into the
prograM to Make the pinwheel MOye to the right across the
screen.
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AsseMbl';$ Langl.1age PrOgraMMing Work.sheet. +1.11

1. ENTER t.he ANIRIGHT prograM on ';$our Advanced Topics
Disket.t.e.

As ';$o ...'r prOgraMS get. longer and More cOMPle:<, it. becoMe.s
necessar';$ t.o set. '.Ip a "Main loop," which "calls" each ot' t.he
sl.lbr Ol)t. i r,es •

2. To see t.he Main loop in t.he ANI RIGHT prograM, list. lines
120-180 or look at. t.he list.ing ot' t.he ANIRIGHT prograM at. t.he
back ot' t.his Module.

T';$pe: LIST 120,180 and press <RETURN>

You will not.ice a list. ot' JSR's t.o dit'ferent. subrout.ines
in t.he prograM. The Main loop list.ed below has been insert.ed
int.o t.he beginning ot' t.he prograM, t'ollowing the constant and
variable declarat.ions.

BEGIN JSR DRAW
JSR DELAY
JSR RIGHT
JMP BEGIN

;JUMP TO THE PINWHEEL DRAW
;PAUSE WHILE DISPLAY PINWHEEL
;MOVE THE PINWHEEL TO THE RIGHT
;JUMP BACK TO BEGIN AND
;RE-EXECUTE THE LOOP

The t'irst JSR DRAW draws the pinwheel in it.s st.arting
position. The JSR DELAY holds the pinwheel in place
MOMentaril';$, so we can see it. bet'ore it. is Moved t.o the
right. JSR RIGHT calls the routine that adds one t.o the
address ot' the pinwheel's position on t.he screen. In order
to see the pinwheel Move, we want to draw the pinwheel again
in it.s new position. Instead ot' adding another JSR DRAW, the
next instruction, JMP 8EGIN, sends the CPU back t.o the label
BEGIN, and the t'irst JSR DRAW is re-executed. The screen
address has been updated, so the pinwheel is drawn in it.s new
locat.ion.

3. LIST .1150-550 and ';$ou will see that the addit.ion routine
has been incorporated into the prograM.

T';$pe: LIST .1150,550 and press <RETURN>
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~. Don't ~orget that b~ using indirect indexed addressing to
displa~ lines on the screen, we have added another use o~ the
Y register to the prograM. However, both the DRAW routine
and the DELAY routine reset the Y register to zero. Thus,
the additional use of the Y register does not ef~ect the
subroutines.

5. AsseMble and execute the prograM ~roM the debugger.

The Main loop in this prograM is an infinite 'loop. To
stop the prograM ~ou Must press <SYSTEM RESET>. I~ ~ou let
the ANIRIGHT prograM continue past the last location in
screen MeMor~, the prograM will continlJe to store the code
for the pinwheel in successive MeMor~ locations. The last
address o~ screen RAM is $9FFF. The asseMbler editor is
stored in MeMor~ starting at $AOOO. If ~ou let the ANIRIGHT
prograM continue, ~ou Ma~ write over the asseMbler editor in
MeMor~ with pinwheel data. If this occurs, the EDIT prOMPt
will not COMe on the screen when ~ou press <SYSTEM RESET).
In that case, ~ou will have to reboot the s~steM.

6. Wh~ are all those extra lines left on the screen?

AniMating shapes in BASIC and asseMbl~ language requires
the saMe sequence of steps.

1. Set up the location for the pinwheel on the screen.
2. Draw the shape.
3. Hold the shape on the screen with a dela~.

~. Erase the shape.
5. Repeat the c~cle.

The c~cle is continued as long as the shape is being
aniMated.

In the ANIRIGHT prograM, we need an erase routine to
draw over the last line of the pinwheel, before a pinwheel is
drawn in the next position on the screen. To erase the line,
store a space in the pinwheel's Most recent screen position.
Look over the ERASE routine, listed below.
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ERASE LOY tsOO
LOA tsoo
STA (LOWSCR),Y
BRK

;INDEX FOR ZERO PAGE ADDRESSING
;CHARACTER CODE FOR SPACE
;STORE OVER LAST PINWHEEL
;BREAK

The ERASE routine is reall~ quite siMPle. Indexed
indirect addressing is used to store the space in the
pinwheel/s Most recent position. Turn to AsseMbl~ Language
Worksheet t15 to see how the RIGHT prograM has been changed_
b~ incorporating the ERASE routine.
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AsseMbl~ Language PrOgraMMing Worksheet t15

1. ENTER the prograM called ERASE on the Advanced Topics
Diskette.

2. LIST lines 550-650 to see that the ERASE routine has been
added. The ERASE routine is called froM the Main loop.

T~pe: LIST 550,650 and press <RETURN>

An entire listing of the ERASE prograM appears at the back of
the Modl.ll e •

3. AsseMble the prograM and run it froM the debugger.
ReMeMber to press <SYSTEM RESET> to get back to the EDIT
proMpt. Otherwise, ~ou will have to reboot the s~steM.

1. When the pinwheel reaches the right edge of the screen,
it COMes back on the left side of the screen, one line down.
What do 'jOI.' thin"-. c au s e s the p irlwheel to "wrap ar ourid " the
screen?
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Now add Jo~stick control. To Move the pinwheel with the
Jo~stick, ~ou Must ~irst know which direction the Jo~stick is
being pushed. Values are assigned to the different positions
o~ the Jo~stick.

14

10 r 6

11 ( , / ~ 7

9~!~5

13

When the Jo~stick is pushed to the right, the nUMber 7
is stored in a MeMor~ location reserved for Jo~stick input.
Which MeMor~ location holds the 7 depends on which "port" (on
the front o~ the Atari) the Jo~stick is plugged into. If the
Jo~stick is plugged into the first port on the far left, the
7 will be stored in MeMor~ location $278 (632 in deciMal).
To see which direction Jo~stick +1 has been pushed, ~OU

SiMpl~ read the contents o~ $278. The MeMor~ addresses
reserved for jo~stick input are listed below.

Jo~stick in Port +1
Jo~stick in Port +2
Jo~stick in Port +3
Jo~stick in Port .4

$278
$279
$27A
$27B

One wa~ to read the contents of a MeMor~ location is to
load the aCCUMulator with the value and do a series of
COMParisons. For exaMPle, LOA $278 loads the aCCUMulator
with the Most recentl~ depressed direction of Jo~stick.•1.
To check the value we can c6MPare the aCCUMulator with the
specific values we are looking for. If we COMpare the
contents of the aCCUMulator with 7 and find that the value is
7, we know that the Jo~stick has been pressed to the right.
An asseMbl~ language routine that COMpares the jo~stick

reading with the values for left and right is listed below.

LOA +$278
CMP +c.r.7
BEQ RIGHT
CMP +$8
BEQ LEFT

;REAO JOYSTICK PORT .1
;IS IT A 7?
;IF SO, BRANCH TO THE RIGHT ROUTINE
;IS IT 11?
;IF SO, BRANCH TO THE LEFT ROUTINE
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COMParisons are onl~ Made with those values for the
directions we are looking for. An~ other value returned froM
the Jo~stick in $278 is ignored. Thus, if the Jo~stick is
pressed on a diagonal, a 6 will be loaded into the
accuMulator. When the cOMparisons are Made for a left or a
right Jo~stick press, the 6 will be ignored since the 6 does
not Match the 7 for right, or the 11 for left.

RIGHT and LEFT are labels for subroutines which change
the pinwheel's direction of traYel.· Turn to AsseMbl~

Language Worksheet .15 to see how the Jo~stick reading
routine can be incorporated into the prograM.
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AsseMbl~ Language PrograMMing Worksheet .15

1. ENTER the JOYMOVE prograM on ~our Advanced Topics
Dis,,".ette.

2. LIST lines 150-220 or look over the listing of the
JOYMOVE prograM at the back of this Module.

A JSR JOYSTICK COMMand has been added to the Main loop.
The JOYSTICK routine gets directional feedback froM the
Jo~stick. Whenever the person using the prograM pushes the
Jo~stick to the right, the RIGHT routine is called froM the
JOYSTICK routine.

3. LIST lines 100-150 to see how the naMe "STIC~(" has been
assigned the ~ddress $278 in the constant declarations at the
top of the prograM. For an~one reading through the prograM,
the naMe STICK is Much easier to understand than the
hexadeciMal address $278.

4. You have a routine to Move the pinwheel to the right.
Now ~ou need a routine to Move the pinwheel to the left.
Since the address of each position on the screen is nUMbered
frOM left to right, instead of adding, ~ou need to subtract
one frOM the screen address in order to Move the pinwheel to
the left.•

$9C40 Subtract ~ • -+ Add
t

YOLI are here

$9C68

When we wrote the add routine, first we had to clear the
carr~ bit of the status register with the CLC instruction.
The opposite is true for subtraction. Before subtracting ~ou

need to SEt the Carr~ bit with an "SEC" irlstrl.lction. This is
due to a peculiarit~ of the CPU's nUMbering s~steM. If ~ou

would like an explanation of wh~ ~ou Must set the carr~ bit
before sLlbtracting, see Chapter 9 of The Atar i AsseMbler, b~

Don and Kurt InMan. There are copies in the caMp librar~.
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The ~orMat o~ the subtraction subroutine is identical to
the addition routine. The carr~ bit is set with the SEC
instructior.. The "sec", §'uf!tract wi th ~arr~ instrl.1ctiorl,
subtracts the nUMber in its operand and the carr~ bit froM
the accuMulator. The result is stored back in the
aCCUMulator. "DolJble precision" ar i thMetic, where the high
b~te of an address Must be updated based on the result5 of
the low b~te arithMetic, is repeated in this routine. Tr~

writing ~our own routine which Moves the pinwheel to the
left.

5. LIST lines 300-380 to review the RIGHT routine. Now tr~

writing a le~t routine below.

LEFT SEC ;SET THE CARRY BIT

_______________ ;LOAO THE ACe. WITH LOWSCR

_______________ ;SUBTRACT $1 FROM THE ACCUHLATOR

_______________ ;STORE THE ANSWER IN LOWSCR

_______________ ;LOA~ THE ACCUHULATOR WITH HISCR

_____________~_;SUBTRACT ZERO FROM VALUE IN ACC.

_______________ ;STORE THE ANSWER IN HISCR

_______________ ;RETURN (or BRK when t~ped in as
a separate routine)

LIST lines 390-160, to COMpare ~our subroutine with the
LEFT routine in the JOYHOVE prograM.

6. AsseMble the prograM and run it frOM the debugger. You
should be able to Move the pinwheel to the right or left with
the jo~stick. Since there is no UP or DOWN routine, the
pinwheel will not respond when ~ou press the jo~stick in
those directions. The prograM is in a continuous loop, which
reads the jo~stick and Moves the pinwheel continuousl~. You
Must press <SYSTEM RESET> to stop the prograM. You will be
returned to the editor. How can ~ou change the prograM so
that it is not an in~inite loop?
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AsseMbl~ Language PrograMMing Worksheet .16

Now all ~ou need are two routines that Move the pinwheel
UP and down.

1. The subroutine that Moves the pinwheel down one line is
identical to the RIGHT routine, except ~or the nUMber that is
added to the LOWSCR address. If there are ~ort~ spaces per
line, how Much should be added to the LOWSCR address to Move
the pinwheel down one row? _

2. LIST lines 300-380 of the JOYMOVE prograM to review the
RIGHT routine. Tr~ writing ~our own DOWN routine. Fill in
the blanks below.

DOWN ;CLEAR THE CARRY

______________ ;LOAD THE ACCUMULATOR WITH LOWSCR

______________ ;AOO 40 TO ACC. PLUS CARRY

__STA_LOWSCR__ ; _

______________ ;LOAD THE ACCUMULATOR WITH HISCR

___ ADC_t$OO ; _

______________ ;STORE THE ACCUMULATOR IN HISCR

______________ ;RETURN (or BREAK when t~ped in as
a separate routine.)
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3. Now write a routine that will Move the pinwheel UP the
screen.

UP SEC ;SET THE CARRY BIT

______________ ;LOAD THE ACCUMULATOR WITH LOWSCR

______________ ;SUBTRACT ~O FROM THE ACCUMULATOR

______________ ;STORE THE ACCUMULATOR IN LOWSCR

______________ ;LOAD THE ACCUMULATOR WITH HISCR

______________ ;AOD ZERO AND THE CARRY BIT TO HISCR

______________ ;STORE THE ACCUMULATOR IN HISCR

______________ ;RETURN (or BREAt( if t~ped in as
a separate routine.)

4. The last set of instructions that need to be updated
before the aniMation is cOMPlete. is the jo~stick routine.
The UP and DOWN routines need ~o be included in the JOYSTICK
reading routine. The current listing of the JOYSTICK routine
is printed below. COMPlete the cOMParisons and branches to
the UP and DOWN routines.

JOYSTICK LOA STICK
CHP :1:'$7
BEQ RIGHT
CMP +$E:
BEQ LEFT

;LOAD ACC. WITH JOYSTICK PRESS
;COMPARE THE JOYSTICK INPUT TO 7 - RIGHT
;IF EQUAL TO 7 THEN BRANCH TO RIGHT
;TO THE LEFT?
;IF SO BRANCH TO LEFT ROUTINE

;COMPARE JOYSTICK INPUT TO 14 FOR UP

;IF EQUAL. THEN BRANCH TO UP

;COMPARE JOYSTICK INPUT TO 13 FOR DOWN

DOWN ;IF EQUAL TO 13 THEN BRANCH TO DOWN

;RETURN

5. ENTER the ANIMATE prograM on ~our Advanced Topics Diskette.

6. LIST lines 510-660. COMPare ~our DOWN and UP routines
with the ones in the ANIMATE prograM.
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7. LIST lines 250-350 ~o check ~our JOYSTICK rou~ine agains~

~he one in ~he ANIMATE prograM.

8. Now asseMble ~he prograM and ~r~ i~ ou~.

The pinwheel Moves in each o~ ~he ~our directions. Wh~n

~ou Move the Jo~s~ick le~~ or righ~ and ~he pinwheel goes o~~

~he screen, it COMes back on ~he screen on ~he opposite side.
This is because screen MeMor~ is sequen~ial ~roM one row ~o

the nex~. The address o~ ~he rightMos~ position on the top
row of ~he screen is one less ~han the address of the
le~tMos~ posi~ion on ~he second row on the screen.

Screen MeMor~

$9C40
S9C41

•

$9C67
$9C68

•

$9C90
$9C91

When ~ou Move ~he Jo~s~ick up or down of~ ~he screen,
peculiar things happen on the screen. This is because the
pinwheel has Moved ou~ o~ screen RAM and is storing pinwheel
da~a in areas of MeMor~ being used for other purposes. The
prograM never checks where the pinwheel is in MeMor~, i~ Just
adds or subtracts 40 froM ~he pinwheel's posi~ion. ReMeMber,
all that exists in MeMor~ is a long string o~ boxes, each
holding one nUMber. It is the sequence of the nUMbers, and
the CPU's interpretation of those nUMbers, that enables the
COMPuter to opera~e. I~ we store the values fo~ the pinwheel
and then erase the pinwheel in MeMor~ locations outside of
screen RAM, we are leaving zeros in areas of MeMor~ that
Might have held iMPortant da~a or irls~ruc~ions for ~he CPU.
Thus, when ~ou Move ~he pinwheel up or down of~ the screen,
~ou Ma~ be writing over the data in MeMor~, which is there
for other purposes, and ~ou Ma~ confuse ~he COMPuter so Much
~hat <SYSTEM RESET> will not re~urn ~ou to ~he EDIT prOMPt.
Instead, ~ou will have to reboot the s~steM.
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In conclusion, we have set aside areas of MeMor~ to
serve different functions. The zero page holds the screen
RAM address, which we access with indirect indexed
addressing. MeMor~ locations $600-$686 hold our prograM. We
are using MeMor~ locations $9C~0-$9FFF to hold the data to be
displa~ed on the screen. While the nUMbers in these MeMor~

locations bear significance to us, the prograMMers, and to
the CPU, to SOMeone who is unfaMiliar with COMputers or
asseMbl~ language, MeMor~ contains Just a long, LONG, list bf
unintelligible nUMbers.

$0000

$0058 ILOWSCRI Zero Page
$0059 HISCR

•
•

$0600 I JSR$0601 .JOY-
$0602 STICK

Contents of MeMor~

$0000 I 00 I
•
•

$0058 ~O

$0059 9C
•
•

$0600 20
$0601 OF
$0602 06

•

$0650
$0651

ADC
28

ANIMATE
F'rograM

$0650
$0651

•

69
28

$0683 I DEX
$068~ E:NE
$0685 OFFSET

•

•
$0683
$068~

$0685
•

•

CA
DO
F8

$9C~0

$9C~1

$9C~2

•
$9FFE I
$9FFF

7C

Screen RAM

$9C~0

$9C41
$9C~2

•
•

$9CFE
$9CFF
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ThE!' USR F""lntC::'"t i 10..-.

Suppose ~ou want to write a prograM and ~ou would like
to have the benefit of the fast. sMooth aniMation of asseMbl~

language. and ~ou would also like to have the ease and
convenience of BASIC PRINT stateMents for ~our user proMpts.
It Ma~ be that ~ou would like to explain how to operate ~our

aniMation prograM in BASIC before running the asseMbl~

language prograM. BASIC allows ~ou to load and run an
asseMbl~ language routine froM a BASIC prograM with the USR
function. You saw an exaMPle of this in the Machine
Architecture Module. Two prograMs were used to deMonstrate
the difference in perforMance between a BASIC prograM and an
asseMbl~ language routine. The prograMs both filled the
graphics zero screen with the character of the MOSt recent
ke~press. The prograMs were called SCRFULL and FILLSCR. To
refresh ~our MeMor~. run the prograMS on the Advanced Topics
Diskette. Both prograMS are in BASIC. Be sure that ~ou have
a BASIC cartridge in the cOMPuter. At the BASIC READY
proMPt.

T~pe: RUN "D:SCRFULL" and press <RETURN>

Press <SYSTEM RESET> to exit the prograM.

Now for COMParison. run the BASIC prograM which POKES
the data for an asseMbl~ language routine into MeMor~ and
then executes the asseMbl~ language prograM to fill the
screen.

T~;jpe: RUN "D:FILLSCR"

The difference in the perforMance of the two prograMS is
significant.

The USR function is what enables ~ou to run an asseMbl~

language routine froM BASIC. First. however. the object code
for the routine MUSt be in MeMor~. In the FILLSCR prograM.
the asseMbl~ language routine is POKED into MeMor~ froM
BASIC. A listing of the FILLSCR prograM appears at the back
of this Module. The deciMal equivalents for each b~te of the
object code are listed in DATA stateMents. A FOR •• NEXT
loop is used to READ each b~te of DATA and POKE it into
MeMor~. The the USR f'.'nction is '.'sed to "call" the asseMbl~

language routine. The forMat of the USR function is as
follows.

CALL = USR (starting address. paraMeter)

CALL = USR (1536.CHARACTER)

The nlJMber 1536 is the deciMal equivalent to $600. which
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is the starting location of the asse~bl~ language routine irl
MeMor~. Re~e~ber, deci~al nUMbers ~ust be used in BASIC.
The variable CHARACTER, which follows the starting address of
the rou~ine in the USR call, is optional. An~ values which
are to be passed to ~he asse~bl~ language routine are lis~ed

after the starting address and separated b~ COMMas. In this
exaMPle the ke~press CHARACTER is being passed to ~he

asseMbl~ language rou~ine.

When BASIC executes the USR function, the 6502's
registers and the progra~ counter are stored on ~he stack
until the asseMbl~ routine is cOMPleted. An~ variables which
are passed to the asseMbl~ routine fro~ BASIC are treated as
two b~te values and also are put on ~he s~ack when the USR
function is executed. Thus, the value for the CHARACTER will
be stored on the stack in two successive MeMor~ locations as
a two b~te value. After each of the variables has been
placed on the stack, BASIC puts one nUMber on the stack,
which indicates how Man~ variables have been passed. In ~his

case a one will be put on the stack.

Stud~ the FILLSCR progra~, and then tr~ writing a BASIC
prograM to introduce the aniMation prograM. Store the object
code for the aniMation routine in DATA stateMents and use a
FOR ••• NEXT loop to POKE the routine into MeMor~. Call the
routine with the USR function. For More inforMation about
how the USR fl.lnction operates, see Chapter Three 0" The Atar i
AsseMbler b~ InMan and InMan in the caMp librar~.
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SL.,....,....ar~

6502 Addressirl9 Modes

IMMedia'te: LOA *$50

Load 'the accuMulator wi'th 'the iMMedia'te value in 'the operand,
$50.

Absolu'te: LOA $278

Load the accuMula'tor wi'th 'the contents of MeMor~ location
$278. In absolu'te addressing, the operand is a 16 bit
address or a label.

LOA $58

Load the accuMulator with the contents of the zero page
location $58. The low b~te of a zero page address is listed
in the operand.

IMPlied: CLC

Clear the carr~ bit~ The operation to be perforMed is
iMplied b~ the instruction. No operand is necessar~.

Relative: BNE WAIT

Branch to WAIT as long as the zero bit of the status register
is not set. Branches are Made relative to the instructions
being branched to. The CPU will not let ~ou branch further
than 127 b~tes. Branch instructions are the onl~

instructions that use relative addressing.

Inde:-:ed: LOA SCREEN,X

Add the X register to the SCREEN address. Load the
aCCUMulator with the contents of the new address. Either the
X or the Y register can be used with indexed addressing.

Indirect Indexed: LOA($58),Y

Get the address stored in $58 and $59 on the zero page of
MeMor~. Add the Y register to the address. Load the
aCCUMulator with the conten'ts of the new address. Indirect
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indexed addressing also is referred ~o as pos~ indexed
addressing.

Indexed Indirec~: LOA ($58,X)

Add the X register to $58. If X is Z, ge~ the address s~ored

at $5A and $58 on the zero page. Load the accuMula~or wi~h

the contents of the address. This ~~pe of addressing is also
called Pre-indexed addressing.

A char~ of the 6502 ins~ruc~ion se~ and ~he

corresponding opcodes is provided at the back of the Module.

The appendices of The Atar i AsseMbler, b~ Don and .{ur~

InMan, and 6502 AsseMbl~ Lar,guaqe PrOgraMMing, b~ Lance
Leventhal, include detailed descrip~ions of the 6502
instruction se~, addressing Modes, and the sta~us flags
affected b~ each instruction. You can find copies of these
books in the caMP librar~.
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1. Write an asseMbl~ language prograM that prints ~our naMe
in the Middle o~ the screen. Use the .BYTE psuedo opcode and
indexed addressing to print ~our naMe.

2. In the aniMation prograM, we are continuall~ changing the
position o~ the pinwheel stored in ~eMor~ locations $58 and
$59. Locations $58 and $59 are the locations the cOMPuter
uses to hold the starting address o~ screen RAM. When a
break occurs in the aniMation prograM, the cOMPuter uses the
address it ~inds in $58 and $59 for the starting location on
the screen. Consequentl~, after a break in the aniMation
prograM, the screen looks as though it has new Margins and
print is oddl~ forMated on the screen. Edit the ANIMATE
prograM so that the address in $58 and $59 will be preserved.
Store the starting address of screen RAM in two consecutive
MeMor~ locations on the zero page. MeMor~ locations $CB-$CF
are free b~tes of MeMor~. Whenever the pinwheel is Moved,
update ~our own screen address rather than interfering with
the address stored at $58 and $59.

3. Instead of leaving a zero wherever the pinwheel has been
displa~ed, save what was stored in the screen MeMor~ location
before putting the pinwheel there. Save the original
contents o~ the MeMor~ location on the stack. Then DRAW the
pinwheel, ERASE it, and recover the original contents o~

MeMor~ to its ~orMer location. For exaMPle, i~ there is an A
displa~ed on the screen, and the pinwheel is about to Move
into the A's position, push the A onto the stack, and displa~

the pinwheel. Then pull the A of~ the stack and store it
back in its original screen MeMor~ location. This wa~ the
pinwheel will not erase ever~thing in its path. Instead the
screen displa~ will be le~t in tact.

1. Add SOMe cOMParisons to the direction subroutines that
stop the pinwheel at the edge of the screen. Do not let it
wrap around or write over MeMor~ above or below screen RAM.

5. Read the Jo~stick for diagonal jo~stick presses.
Incorporate the necessar~ routines to Move the pinwheel on a
diagonal as well as up, down, le~t, and right.

6. Create a shape which is three or four characters wide and
high, using ke~board control characters. AniMate the shape
using input ~roM the Jo~stick. Offer the user a wa~ to exit
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the prograM without pressing <SYSTEM RESET>. Perhaps ~ou

could instruct the user to press one of the function ~.e~s,

such as <SELECT>, to exit the prograM. In ~our prograM ~ou

would check for a <SELECT> ke~press in the prograM loop.
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The following ins~ruc~ions will be useful ~o ~ou as ~ou

begin wri~ing ~our own asseMbl~ language prograMs and saving
~heM on disk. These cOMMands are en~ered at the EDIT proMpt
of the A~ari AsseMbler Edi~or.

~ a Source File: ENTER +O:FILENAME

The ENTER cOMMand is used ~o retrieve a source prograM
froM a disl<.•

Save a SOI.lrce Fi Ie: LIST +0: FILENAME

This cOMMand is used ~o save the source code of an
asseMbl~ language prograM on a disk. File naMes MUS~ s~ar~

with a letter and have no More than eight characters,
consisting of letters and nUMbers onl~.

List the Pr09r aM on ~he Pr irlter : LIST +F':

The LIST COMMand can be used to list the source code of
an asseMbl~ language prograM in MeMor~ on the printer.

List the AsseMbled F'roqraM £U:!. the Printer: ASM,+F'

To send an asseMbled version of a prograM to the
printer, specif~ printer output in the ASM cOMMand. This
will provide a COMbined listing of the source code and the
object code.

Save the Object Cod~:

address
SAVE +O:FILENAME(start address, end

To save the object code of a prOgraM on a disk, ~ou Must
specif~ the starting and ending hexadeciMal addresses of the
code in MeMor~ in the SAVE COMMand. (eg. SAVE
to:FILENAME<0600,0685)

Load the Object Code: LOAD +O:FILENAME

To retrieve an objec~ prograM frOM a disk use the LOAO
cOMMand in the forMat shown above. The objec~ code will be
reloaded into MeMor~ where it was stored when it was SAVED.
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2S · ARROW~

50 ·r
1000 0100 :Ie= S0600 ;ORIGIN OF PROGRAM
16 00 A97D 0110 LOA :1:$70 ;LOAO ACC. WITH ARROW
160Z 8D409C 01Z0 STA S9C~0 ;SCREEN RAM LOCATION
)6 05 60 0130 RTS ;RETURN FROM SUE:ROUTINE

25 • ARWZ,
50 ·,

) 0 00 0100 :Ie= $0600 ;ORIGIN OF PROGRAM
) 6 00 A97D 0110 LOA +$7D ;LOAO ACC. WITH ARROW
) 6 02 8D409C 0120 STA S9C,+0 ;SCREEN RAM LOCATION
j 6 05 A900 0130 LOA 4:$00 ;LOAO ACC. WITH SPACE
)607 8D,+Q9C 0140 STA S9C40 ;STORE SPACE Ol.)ER ARROW
j 6 0 A 60 0150 RTS ;RETURN F'RO.M .SUE:ROUTINE

) 0 0 0
:>C.l1 0
)600 A9 7 D
H02 SD-TQoC
)605 60

,.,... .
... .J ,

50 ;
0100
0105
0110
0120
0130

SCRAOR

:t:= 50600
SCREEN = S9C4Q

LOA :1:$70
STA SCREEN
F\TS

;ORIGIN OF PROGRAM
;ASSIGN SCREEN
;LOAO ACC. WITH ARROW
;STORE ACC. ON SCREEN
;RETURN FROM SU8ROUTINE

::'000

Hac ADOO
')~02 A97D
::,;o~ SD~OQC

'1687 C8
~608 DOF'D

,.,.,. .
.,;....,J ,

5 a ;
C1 0 0
0110 SCREEN
0120
0130
0140
0150 DELAY
01':0
0170

HOLOARF,O~

#:= 5600
= $9C40
LDY :1:$00
LDA 4:$7D
STI; SCF'EEN
INY
E:r·lE DELI~Y
-.~.-.r\ I ~

; OF,IGIN

; SET COUNTEr,
; CODE FOR AF~RO\ooi

;DISF'LAY
;ADD ONE TO Y,CDUNTER

;IF NOT 0, THEN REPEAT DELAY
;RETURN
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10 • POINTER,
20 •,
30 ;A F'ROGRAM TO DISPLAY TWO DASHES
40 ;AND A GREATER THAN SIGN IN THE
50 ;UPPER LEFT CORNER OF THE SCREEN
60 •,
70 •,

0000 0100 lit = S0600 ;ORIGINATE AT S600
0600 A90D 0110 LOA +SOD ;LOAD ACC. WITH DASH
0602 8D409C 0120 STA S9C40 ;STORE ON THE SCREEN
0605 8D419C 0130 STA S9C41 ;NEXT SCREEN LOCATION
0608 A91E 0140 LOA +$lE ;LOAD ACC. WITH >
060A 8D429C 0150 STA S9C42 ;STORE ON THE SCREEN
0600 00 0160 BRK ;DISCONTINUE PROGRAM

70 • AT SIGN,
75 •,
80 ;OISPLAY AN AT SIGN IN THE
85 ;MIDOLE OF THE GR. o SCREEN.
90 •,
95 •,

0000 0100 lit = S600 ;ORG AT $600
9E33 0110 SCREEN = S9E33 ;SCREEN RAM
0600 A920 0120 LOA +32 ;LOAO @

~.
8D339E 0130 STA SCREEN ;STORE ON SCREEN
00 0140 BR~( ;END PROGRAM

10 ; PINWHEEL
1~ ;
ZO ;THIS PROGRAM USES THE .BYTE
Z~ ;PSUEOO OPCODE TO STORE DATA
30 ;IN MEMORY AND INDEXED ADDRESSING
35 ;TO READ THROUGH THE DATA.
40 ;THE PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM IS
45 ;TO DISPLAY ~ SPINNING PINWHEEL
50 ;IN THE UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER
55 ;OF THE SCREEN.
60 •,
65 ;

0000 0100 x- S600 ;ORIG:IN
9C40 0110 SCREEN • s9C40' ;SCREEN RAM
0600 AZOO 01Z0 LOX .~OO ;SET :INDEX TO 0
060Z 800E06 0130 NEXTCHAR LOA CHAR,X ;GET NEXT CHAR
060S S0409C 0140 STA SCREEN ;OISPl.AY IT
060e ES 0150 INX ;AOO ONE TO INDEX
0609 E004 0160 CPX +~4 ;COMPARE X REG. TO 4

~I
OOFS 0170 SHE HEXTCHAR' ;IF X-4 THEN BRANCH FOR CHAR
60 alSO RTS ;R'ETURH

06 7C 0190 CHAR .BYTE .124,15,13,60 :PINWHEE1..
OoOF OF
0610 00
0611 3C
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e OELAY1
50 •,

0000 0100 lie= $600 ;ORIGIN
9E33 0110 SCREEN = $9£33 ;SCREEN RAM
0600 AOOO 0120 LOY +.. 00 ;SET COUNTER
0602 A920 0130 LOA +.. 20 ;COOE FOR @
0604 80339E 0140 STA SCREEN ;OISPLAY @
0607 C8 0150 DELAY INY ;AOO 1 TO Y
0608 OOFO 0160 BNE DELAY ;IF NOT 0, THEN REPEAT DELAY
060A A900 0164 LOA +00 ;LOAO ACC. WITH 0
060C 80339E 0168 STA SCREEN ;CLEAR SCREEN
060F A900 0170 LOA +00 ;LOAO ACC. WITH 0
0611 80339E 0180 STA SCREEN ;CLEAR SCREEN
0614 00 0190 BRt( ;BREAK

10 OELAY2
15 •,
20 ;THIS PROGRAM PRINTS AN AT SIGN IN
30 ;THE CENTER OF THE SCREEN. A CALL
40 ;TO A DELAY LOOP HOLDS THE AT SIGN
50 ;ON THE SCREEN.
60 •,
70 •,

0000 0100 lie= $600 ;ORG OF OBJECT CODE
9E33 0110 SCREEN = $9E33 ;SCREEN RAM
0600 A920 0120 LOA +$20 ;COOE FOR AN @
0602 80339E 0130 STA SCREEN ;OISPLAY ON SCREEN
0605 200E06 0140 JSR DELAY ;WAIT ROUTINE
0608 A900 0145 LOA +00 ;LOAO ACC. WTIH 0
060A 80339E 0147 STA SCREEN ;ERASE @
0600 00 0150 BRt( ;TERMINATE PROGRAM

0160 •,
0170 •,
0180 •,

060E A2AO 0190 DELAY LOX I"AO ;COUNT Y LOOPS
0610 AOOO 0200 AGAIN LOY 1$00 ;O-FF COUNTER
0612 C8 0210 WAIT INY ;AOO ONE TO Y
0613 OOFO 0220 BNE WAIT ;IF NOT 0, REPEAT WAIT
0615 CA 0230 OEX ;SUB 1 FROM X
0616 00F8 0240 E:NE AGAIN ;IF NOT 0, REF'EAT AGAIN
0618 60 0250 RTS ;RETURN
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CHAR·

;COUNT 0-2S~. s55 TIMES
;SET COUNTER TO 0
;INCREMENT Y REG.

;IF NOT O,IoIAIT
;SUBTRACT 1 FROM X
;IF NOT O,AGAIN

;RETURN

; ORIGIN
;SCREEN RAM

;SET INDEX TO 0
;GET NEXT CHAR

;DISPLAY IT
;TRANSFER X TO ACC.
;PUSH ACC. ONTO STACK

;CALL. OEL.AY LOOP
;PULL. ACC. OFF STACK
;TRANSFER ACC. TO X
;AOO ONE TO INDEX

;COMPARE x REG. TO "'
;IF X-", THEN BRANCH FOR

;RETURN
12",.15.13,60 ;PINWHEEL

SPIN

LOX tsS~

LOYtsOO
INY
SNE WAIT
OEX
SNE AGAIN
RTS

:c- S600
SCREEN. S9C",0
DRAW LOX tsOO
NEXTCHAR LOA CHAR.X

STA SCREEN
TXA
PHA
JSR DELAY
PLA
TAX
INX
CPX ts",
SNE NEXTCHAR·
RTS
.BYTE

\.

0170 DELAY
OZSO AGAIN
0190 WAIT
0300
0310
0320
0330

10 ;
ZO ;
30 ;THIS PROGRAM USES FOUR LINES
"'0 ;TO PRINT A SPINNING PINWHEEL
SO ;IN THE UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER
60 ;OF THE SCREEN. THE PtNWHEEL
70 ;SPINS ONCE.
SO ;
90 ;
0100 ;
0110 ;
0120
0130

A200 01"'0
BD1~06 01~0

SO",09C 0160
SA 0170
",S alSO
201906 0190
6S OZOO
AA OZ10
E8 OZ20
EOO", OZ30
DOEE 02"'0
60 02~0

7C OZ60 CHAR
OF
00
3C
AZSS
AOOO
C8
OOFD
CA
OOFS
60

0000
9C",O
0600
060Z
060S
060S
0609
060A
0600
060E
060F
0610

~
.... ;;;I

1"1616
J17

061S
0619
061e
0610
061E
0620
0621
0623
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0000
0058
0059

0600 200C06
0603 203406
0606 202606
0609 4C0006

0626 18
0627 A558
0629 6901

e

A200
AOOO
802206
9158
8A
48
203406
68
AA
E8
E004
DOEF
60
7C
OF
00
3C

TO SCREEN

MOMENTARILY
TO THE RIGHT

SPINNING
BY
TO THE

;DRAW THE PINWHEEL
;HOLD ON THE SCREEN
;INCREMENT POSITION
;REPEAT MAIN LOOP

;LOW BYTE OF SCREEN RAM
;HIGH BYTE OF SCREEN RAM

;CLEAR THE CARRY BIT
;GET LOW BYTE OF SCREEN RAM
;ADD 1 AND CARRY TO ACC.

DRAW
DELAY
RIGHT
BEGIN

$600
$58
$59

LOWSCR
+$1

=

lie=

JSR
JSR
JSR
JMP

CLC
LOA
ADC

DRAW READS CHAR DATA AND
PLACES LINES ON SCREEN IN
SEQUENCE TO APPEAR LIKE
SPINNING PINWHEEL.

RIGHT ADDS ONE TO THE SCREEN
ADDRESS OF THE PINWHEEL

ANIRIGHT

THIS PROGRAM MOVES THE
PINWHEEL TO THE RIGHT,
CONTINUALLY ADDING ONE
SCREEN RAM POSITION.

•,
; MAIN LOOF'
•,
BEGIN

LOX +$00 ;SET INDEX TO 0
LOY +$00 ;SET INDEX TO 0

NEXTCHAR LOA CHAR,X ;INDEXED ADDRESSING, GET DATA
STA (LOWSCR),Y ;INDIRECT INDEXED ADDRESSING
TXA ;TRANSFER X REG. TO ACC.
PHA ;PUSH ACC. ONTO STACK
JSR DELAY ;CALL THE DELAY ROUTINE
PLA ;PULL ACC OFF STACK
TAX ;TRANSFER ACC. TO X REG.
INX ;INCREMENT X REGISTER
CPX +.4 ;4 LINES IN PINWHEEL
BNE NEXTCHAR ;GET NEXT CHAR
RTS ;RETURN
• E:YTE 124,15,'13,60 ; PINWHEELCHAR

LOWSCR =
HISCR

•,
•,
RIGHT

0410 ;
0420 ;
0430 ;
0440
0450
0460
0470
0480

10 ;
20 ;
30 ;
40 ;
50 ;
60 ;
70 ;
80 ;
90
0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0170
0180
0190 ;
0200 ;
0210 ;
0220 ;
0230 ;
0240 ;
0250 ;
0260 ;
0270 DRAW
0280
0290
0300
0310
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
0380
0390
0400

~.
0610
0613
0615
0616
0617
061A
061E:
061C
061D
061F
0621
0622
0623
0624
0625
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0628 8S58 0J+90 STA LOWSCR ;UPDATE LOWSCR
0620 A559 0500 LDA HISCR ;GET HIGH E:YTE OF SCREEN RAM
1162F 6900 0510 AOC :1:$00 ;AOO 0 AND CARRY
0631 8559 0520 STA HISCR ; Up·DATE HIGH BYTE SCREEN RAM
0633 6Q 0530 RTS ;RETURN

05~0

0550
0560 • DELAY HOLDS THE IMAGEt

0570 IN ONE PLACEt MOMENTARILY
0580 E:EFORE THE NEXT MO\)E.
05QO •t
0600 ·,

063-l- A219 0610 DELAY LDX *~H9 ;COUNT 0-255, .., ... TIMES... ...J

O.~36 AOOO 0620 AGAIN LOY 1:'$ 00 ;SET COUNTER TO 0
(1638 C8 0630 WAIT INY ;ADD 1 TO Y REG.
0639 OOFD O,~~O 8NE WAIT ;IF NOT o, WAIT
0638 CA 0650 DEX ;SUBTRACT 1 FROM X REG.
063C OOFS 0660 E:NE AGAIN ;$19 YET?
063E 60 0670 RTS· ;RETURNe
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DRAW READS CHAR DAT~ AND
PLACES LINES ON SCREEN IN
SEQUENCE TO APPEAR LIKE
SPINNING PINWHEEL.

TO SCREEN

;LOW BYTE OF SCREEN
;HIGH BYTE OF SCREEN RAM

;DRAW THE PINWHEEL
;HOLD ON THE SCREEN MOMENTARILY
;ERASE LINE WITH SPACE
;INCREMENT POSITION TO THE RIGHT
;REPEAT MAIN LOOP

ERASE

LOX t$OO ;SET INDEX TO 0
LOY *$00 ;5ET INDEX TO 0

NEXTCHAR LDA CHAR,X ;INDEXED ADDRESSING, GET DATA
STA (LOWSCR),Y ;INDIRECT INDEXED ADDRESSING
TXA ;TRANSFER X REG. TO ACC.
PHA ;PUSH ACC. ONTO STACK
JSR DELAY ;CALL THE DELAY ROUTINE
PLA :PULL ACC OFF STACK
TAX ;TRANSFER ACC. TO X REG.
INX ;INCREMENT X REGISTER
CPX 1$4 ;i LINES IN PIN~HEEL

BNE NEXTCHAR ;CET NEXT CHAR
RTS ;RETURN
.BYTE 124,15,13,60 ;PIN~HEEL

DRAW

:c= $600
LOWSCR = S58
HISCR = $59
•,

MAIN LOOP
•,
BEGIN JSR DRAW

JSR DELAY
JSR ERASE
JSR RIGHT
JMP E:EGIN

10 ;
20 ;
30; THIS PROGRAM MOVES THE SPINNING
40; PINWHEEL TO THE RIGHT, BY
50; CONTINUALLY INCREMENTING THE
60; SCREEN RAM POSITION. EACH TIME
70; THE PINWHEEL IS DRAWN, A SPACE
80; IS PRINTED OVER THE LAST PINWHEEL
90; POSITION SO NOT TO LEAVE A TRAIL
0100 ;
0110 ;
0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0170
0180
0190
0200
0210
0220
0230
0240
0250 ;
0260 ;
0270 ;
0280
0290
0300
0310
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
03S0
0390
o.;~ 0 I)

0410
0420
0430
o4'~ 0

G60F A200
0611 AOOO
0613 E:D2506
0616 9158
0618 SA
0619 48
o.61tt Z03E06
0610 "'0,_,\,,}

a·s 1E I~~'

rt.,;, 1F [3
1).520 E004
O.S:Z DIlEF
a524 ,S 0
'l.t. .-,C" -r
'_ .J_~ / ..
0':;.:'::- OF
lJ·:j27 00
O.s:S 3C

0000
0059
0059

0600 ZOOF06
0603 203E06
0606 203706
0609 202906
060C 4C0006

0"'+50
O~60 RIGHT ADOS ONE TO THE SCREEN
0470 ADDR~SS OF THE PINWHEEL
04DO
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0490 •,
0629 A558 0500 RIGHT LOA LDWSCR ;GET LOW E:YTE OF SCREEN RAM
0628 18 0510 CLC ;CLEAR THE CARRY
O.~2C 6901 0520 ADC *$1 ;ADD 1 AND CARRY TO ACC.
06ZE 85~8 0530 STA LOWSCR ;UPDATE LOWSCR
0630 ASS9 o5"'t0 LOA HISCR ;GE! HIGH BYTE OF SCREEN RAM
063Z 6900 0550 ADC *$00 ;ADD 0 AND CARRY
063-l 8559 0560 STA HISCR ;UPDATE HIGH BYTE SCREEN RAM
0636 60 0570 RTS ;RETURN

0580
0590 •r
0600 • ERASE PUTS A' SPACE OVER THEt
0610 SPINNING PINWHEEL'S LAST POSITION.
0620
0630 •,

0637 AOOO 0640 ERASE LOY *$00 ;INDEX
O.!,39 A900 0650 LOA *'.00 ;VALUE FOR SPACE
ll638 9158 0660 STA <LOWSCR),Y ;STORE IN Li~ST LOCATION
0630 60 0670 RTS ;RETURN

0680 •,
0690
0700 DELAY HOLDS THE IMAGE
0710 IN ONE PLACE, MOMENTf~RILY
0720 8EFORE THE NEXT MOVE.
0730
0740

O.63E A225 0750 DELAY LOX *<.525 ;COUNT 0-255, $25 TIMES
0.:'40 AOOO 0760 AGAIN LDY ;):~. 00 ;SET COUNTER TO 0
1).~4Z C8 0770 WAIT INY ;ADD 1 TO '( F<EG.
0.543 DOFD 0780 E:NE I~AIT ;IF NOT o ~ WAIT
O.5~5 CA 0790 DEX ;SUE:TRACT 1 FROM X REG.
06~6 DOF8 0800 E:NE AGAIN ; '1>19 YET?
O'~ 4:] 60 0810 RTS ; I,ETURN
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060F
0612
0614

~.
061A
061E:
061C
061E
0620
0622
0624
0626
0628
0629
062A
062C
062E
0630
0632
063"+
0636

THIS PROGRAM MOVES A SPINNING PINWHEEL TO THE LEFT
OR THE RIGHT ON THE SCREEN. THE PINWHEEL'S
DIRECTION OF TRAVEL IS CONTROLED
BY THE JOYSTICK IN PORT tl.

READ AND INTERPRET THE VALUE RETURNED FROM THE JOYSTICK

DRAW READS CHAR DATA AND PLACES LINES
ON SCREEN IN ORDER OF SEQUENCE TO APPEAR LIKE
A SPINNING PINWHEEL

;GET HIGH BYTE SCREEN RAM
;ANYTHING IN CARRY TO SUBTRACT?
;UPDATE HIGH BYTE SCREEN RAM

;READ JOYSTICK SUBROUTINE
;DRAW THE PINWHEEL
;LEAVE ON THE SCREEN MOMENTARILY
;ERASE WITH A SPACE
;JUMP TO BEGIN, REPEAT MAIN LOOP

;CLEAR THE CARRY BIT
;GET LOW BYTE OF SCREEN RAM

;ADD 1 AND CARRY TO ACC.
;UPDATE LOWSCR
; GET HIGH E:YTE
;ADD CARRY AND ZERO TO HIGH BYTE

;SET THE CARRY BIT
;GET LOW BYTE OF SCREEN RAM

;SUBTRACT 1 AND CARRY

;LOAD ACC WITH CONTENTS OF $278
;WAS IT PRESSED TO THE RIGHT?
;IF YES BRANCH TO RIGHT ROUTINE
;TO THE LEFT?
;IF SO BRANCH TO LEFT ROUTINE

;FEEDBACK FROM JOYSTICK t1
;LOW BYTE OF SCREEN RAM
;HIGH BYTE OF SCREEN RAM

JOYMOVE

t$7
RIGHT
t$E:
LEFT

LOWSCR
t$1
LOWSCR
HISCR
t$OO
HISCR

LOWSCR
t$l
LOWSCR
HISCR
t$OO
HISCR

JOYSTICK
DRAW
DELAY
ERASE
E:EGIN

$600

$278
$58
$59

=

=

CMP
BEQ
CMP
BEQ
RTS
CLC
LOA
AOC
STA
LOA
ADC
STA
RTS
SEC
LOA
sec
STA
LOA
SBC
STA
RTS

JSR
JSR
JSR
JSR
JMP

RIGHT

•,
; MAIN LOOP
•,
BEGIN

•,
•,
•,
JOYSTICK LOA STICK

LEFT

•,
STIC~(

LOWSCR =
HISCR

10 ;
20 ;
30 ;
.lt0 ;
50 ;
60 ;
70 ;
80 ;
90
0100
0110
0120
0130
01.ltO
0150
0160
0170
0180
0190
0200
0210
0220
0230
0240
0250
0260
0270
0280
0290
0300
0310
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
0380
0390
0400
0410
0420
0430
0440
0"+50
0460
0470 ;
0480 ;
0490 ;
0500 ;
0510

200F06
203706
205806
205106
4C0006

AD7802
C907
F005
C90B
FOOF
60
18
A558
6901
8558
A559
6900
8559
60
38
A558
E901
8558
A559
E900
8559
60

0000

0600
0603
0606
0609
060C

0278
0058
0059
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063A AZOO 0520 DRAW LOX *$00 ;SET INDEX TO 0
063e AOOO 0530 LOY t$OO ;INDEX
063E 805006 0540 NEXTCHR LOA CHAR,X ;INDEXED ADDRESSING
0641 9158 0550 STA (LOWSCR),Y ;INDEXED INDIRECT ADDRESSING
0643 8A 0560 TX{~ ;TRANSFER X TO ACC.
0644 48 0570 PHA ;PUSH ACC. ONTO STAC~<

0645 ·205806 0580 JSR DELAY ; JUMF' TO DELAY ROUTINE
0648 68 0590 PLA ;PULL ACC. OFF STAC~<

0,~49 AA 0600 Tr~X ;TRANSFER ACC. TO X REG.
0.~4r~ E8 0610 INX ;INCREMENT X
o.~4e: E004 0620 CPX :J:~~4 ;4 LINES IN PINWHEEL
0640 DOEF 0630 E:NE NEXTCHR ;GET NEXT ONE
064F 60 0640 RTS
0650 7C 0650 CHAR .8YTE 124,15,13,60 ;VALUES FOR LINES
0651 OF
0.55"2 00
0653 3C

i1 ,~ ,:::':3 D 0F:]
I) ,~.55 ,50

Q65E: AZ19
n.65D ADOO
'JS3F C3
11,:).50 DOFO

ERASE PUTS A SPACE OVER THE SPINNING
PINWHEELS LAST POSITION

;INDEX FOR ZERO PAGE ADDRESSING
;VALUE FOR SPACE
;STORE IN LAST LOCATION

;COUNT 0-255 25 TIMES

;INCREMENT Y REGISTER
;IF NOT ZERO, ~AIT

; 25 YE'f?
;IF NOT ZERU, AGAIN

:t:~& 00
:J:~~ 00
(LOIolSCF,) , Y

LOX :t~H ('1
LOY ~'$ 00
INY
E:NE lolr;IT
[lEX
E:NE AGAIN
RTS

LOY
LOA
STA
RTS

DELAY HOLDS THE IMAGE IN ONE PLACE MOMENTARILY
BEFORE READING NEXT MOVE

DELAY
AGAIN
lolAIT

0660
0670
0680
0690 ;
0700 ERASE
0710
0720
0730
0740
0750
0760
0770
0780
0790
oaoo
0810
0820
0830
08 'H)

ADOO
A900
'?i58
60

0656
0658
065A
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READ AND INTERPRET THE VALUE RETURNED FROM THE JOYSTICK

BIT
SCREEN RAM
TO ACC.

;GET HIGH BYTE SCREEN RAM
;ANYTHING IN CARRY TO SUBTRACT?
;UPDATE HIGH BYTE SCREEN RAM

;SET THE CARRY BIT
;GET LOW BYTE OF SCREEN RAM
;SUBTRACT 1 AND CARRY

;13 FOR DOWN?

;READ JOYSTICK SUBROUTINE
;DRAW THE PINWHEEL
;LEAVE ON THE SCREEN MOMENTARILY
;ERASE WITH A SPACE
;JUMP TO BEGIN, REPEAT MAIN LOOP

;CLEAR THE CARRY
;GET LOW BYTE OF
;ADD 1 AND CARRY
;UPDATE LOWSCR
; GET HIGH E:YTE
;ADD CARRY AND ZERO TO HIGH BYTE

;LOAD ACC WITH CONTENTS OF $278
;WAS IT PRESSED TO THE RIGHT?
;IF YES BRANCH TO RIGHT ROUTINE
;TO THE LEFT?
;IF SO BRANCH TO LEFT ROUTINE
;14 FOR UP?

;FEEDBACK FROM JOYSTICK .1
;LOW BYTE OF SCREEN RAM
;HIGH BYTE OF SCREEN RAM

ANIMATE

JOYSTICK
DRAW
DELAY
ERASE
BEGIN

$600

$278
$58
$59

LOWSCR
••1
LOWSCR
HISCR
•• 00
HISCR

LOWSCR
•• 1
LOWSCR
HISCR
... 00
HISCR

.$7
RIGHT
...8
LEFT
••E
UP
••D
DOWN

=

lie=

=

CMP
BEG
CMP
BEG
CMP
BEG
CMP
BEG
RTS
CLC
LOA
ADC
STA
LOA
ADC
STA
RTS
SEC
LOA
SBC
STA
LDA
SBC
STA
RTS

JSR
JSR
JSR
JSR
JMP

•,
STICt<
LOWSCR =
HISCR

10
20 ;
30 ;THIS PROGRAM MOVES A SPINNING PINWHEEL AROUND ON THE
40 ;GRAPHICS ZERO SCREEN. THE PINWHEEL IS CONTROLLED BY A
50 ;JOYSTICK PLUGGED INTO PORT .1
60 ;
70 ;
80 ;
90 ;
0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150 ;
0160 ; MAIN LOOP
0170 ;
0180 BEGIN
0190
0200
0210
0220
0230 ;
0240 ;
0250 ;
0260 JOYSTICK LOA STICK
0270
0280
0290
0300
0310
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360 RIGHT
0370
0380
0390
0400
0410
0420
0430
0440 LEFT
0450
0460
0470
0480
0490
0500
0510

200F06
205B06
207C06
207506
4C0006

AD7802
C907
FOOD
C90E:
F017
C90E
F021
C90D
F02E:
60
18
A558
6901
8558
A559
6900
8559
60
38
A558
E901
8558
A559
E900
8559
60

0600
0603
0606
0609
060C

0000

0278
0058
0059

o!
0612
0614
0616
0618
061A
061C
061E
0620
0622
0623
0624
0626
0628
062A
062C
062E
0630
0631
0632
0634
0636
0638

~~
o~
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067C A219
067E AOOO

065E:
0650
065F
0662
066"
0665
0666
0669
066A

~.
066E
0670
0671
0672
0673
067"

uo-=,r- -='~

06"0 <~558

0612 E928
06"1 8558
0616 A559O. E900
o ~ 8559
061C 60
06"0 18
06"E A558
0650 6928
0652 8558
065" A559
0656 6900
0658 8559
065A 60

ERASE PUTS A SPACE OVER THE SPINNING
PINWHEELS LAST POSITION

;GET HIGH 8YTE SCREEN RAM
;ADD ANY CARRY
;UPDATE HIGH 8TYE

;VALUES FOR LINES

;INOEX FOR ZERO PAGE ADDRESSING
;VALUE FOR SPACE
;STORE IN LAST LOCATION

;CLEAR THE CARRY BIT
;GET LOW BYTE OF SCREEN RAM
;ADD "0 <.28) FOR EACH LINE DOWN

;SET INDEX TO 0
;INDEX
;INDEXED ADDRESSING
;INDEXED INDIRECT ADDRESSING
;TRANSFER X TO ACC.
;PUSH ACC. ONTO STACK
;JUMP TO DELAY ROUTINE
;PULL ACC. OFF STACK
;TRANSFER ACC. TO X REG.
;INCREMENT X
;" LINES IN PINWHEEL
;GET NEXT ONE

;SUBTRACT ZERO AND CARRY

t;:)C.1 Inc. I."HKKT ~~I

;LOAD ACC WITH LOW 8YTE
;SU8TACT 40 FROM ACCUMULATOR

;COUNT 0-255 25 TIMES

LOWSCR
••28
LOWSCR
HISCR
••00
HISCR

••00
••00
CHAR,X
<LOWSCR),Y

••19
•• 00

••00
.$00
<LOWSCR),Y

LOWSCR
••28
LOWSCR
HISCR
••00
HISCR

LOY
LOA
STA
RTS

LOX
LOY

;:)c.I."

LOA
SBC
STA
LOA
SBC
STA
RTS
CLC
LOA
ADC
STA
LOA
ADC
STA
RTS

DRAW READS CHAR DATA AND PLACES LINES
ON SCREEN IN ORDER OF SEQUENCE TO APPEAR LIKE
A SPINNING PINWHEEL

DELAY HOLDS THE IMAGE IN ONE PLACE MOMENTARILY
BEFORE READING NEXT MOVE

LOX
LOY

NEXTCHR LOA
STA
TXA
PHA
JSR DELAY
PLA
TAX
INX
CPX ••4
E:NE NEXTCHR
RTS
.BYTE 12",15,13,60

•,
ERASE

CHAR

DOWN

•,
DRAW

•,
•,
•,
•,
DELAY
AGAIN

U;J.... U UI""

0870
0880 ;
0890 ;
0900
0910
0920
0930
0940
0950
0960
0970
0980
0990
1000

0530
0540
0550
0560
0570
0580
0590
0600
0610
0620
0630
0640
0650
0660
0670
0680
0690 ;
0700 ;
0710 ;
0720
0730
07"0
0750
0760
0770
0780
0790
0800
0810
0820
0830
0840
0850
0860

AOOO
A900
9158
60

A200
AOOO
BD7106
9158
8A
"8
207C06
68
AA
E8
E004
DOEF
60
7C
OF
00
3C

0675
0677
0679
067B

C8
DOFD
CA
DOF8
60

0680
0681

~.
0686

1010
1020
1030
10"0
1050

WAIT INY
BNE
OEX
BNE
RTS

WAIT

AGAIN

;INCREMENT Y REGISTER
;IF NOT ZERO, WAIT
;25 YET?
;IF NOT ZERO, AGAIN
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10 REM. FILLSCREEN
ZO REM •
30 REM. A PROGRAM WHICH FILLS THE SCREEN WITH ONE LETTER
40 REM. ACCORDING TO THE MOST RECENT KEYPRESS. AN ASSEMBLY
50 REM. LANGUAGE ROUTINE IS POKED INTO MEMORY STARTING AT
60 REM. 1536 ($600) USING THE DECIMAL VALUES FOR THE MACHINE
70 REM. CODE LISTED IN DATA LINES ZZO-250. THE PURPOSE
80 REM. OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO DEMONSTRATE THE SPEED OF AN
90 REM. ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE ROUTINE.
95 REM ••••••••••••*.*.*******************************************
100 REM *
110 REM * LINES 140-180 READ THE ASSEMBLY ROUTINE
120 REM * DATA AND POKE IT INTO MEMORY
130 REM *
140 F'ROGRAMLEN=74:REM ASSEMBLY ROUTINE IS 75 BYTES LONG (0-74)
150 FOR CODE=O TO PROGRAMLEN
160 READ INSTRUCTION
170 POKE 1536+CODE,INSTRUCTION
180 NEXT CODE
190 REM *
Z. REM * ASSEMBLY ROUTINE DATA
2 REM *
220 DATA 104,104,104,141,77,6,201,0,240,23,201,32,48,4,201,95,48,9,24,105
230 DATA 64,141,77,6,76,33,6,56,233,32,141,77,6,165,88,133,203,165,89,133
Z40 DATA 204,169,3,141,76,6,169,152,141,75,6,173,77,6,160,0,145,203,230
250 DATA 203,208,2,230,204,206,75,6,208,243,206,76,6,16,238,96
260 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY";
270 OPEN tZ, 4, 0 , "~<: "
280 GET tZ,CHARACTER
290 REM * CALL EXECUTES THE ASSEMBLY ROUTINE IN MEMORY
300 CALL=USR(1536,CHARACTER)
310 GOTO 280

Cop~right Atari, Inc. 1983 All rights reserved.
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INSTRUCTION SET (OPERATION CODES)
TYOIMA_UlNG

l!i§
NQ......OCXID 'MOPED MlIClLL.AMlOUS

!l I INDIRECT DIRECT DIAECT INDIRECT "eg'SI., IA,X,'I' ,P CONI)ITJON

i
PC.. sP1

d IncJuecl lmmed P_O Absell,,'e Alba .X Abl. Y lnaea.s, X l"dell". Y IMM"'CS Indirect "-t IF)
,LAGa

P_O P_O IndIrect tnot_eo .....ttwe tAt \"'''.,;1..,,-.,.. ~ ..
5~. I 11""""1 IS" ,.. Ih." In""".x lhn"h,Y Shf'l,. SM.V iSlth.X. (lMI,Y 11K"''''

! ()pet.net ..
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8yl.... ) 2 a 2 2 2 a a a a • a N v 8 0 I l C

LOA M-A No'. 1 At A5 AD 80 so Il5 A' 8' • •

~
STA A-M lIS 10 OD 9lI .. " "LOX M-X Xl AI AE 8E III • •

• STX X-M II IE ..
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9 STV v-" .. IC ..
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